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U.S. NRC Blog 
Archive file prepared by NRC 

REFRESH: 2.802 vs. 2.206 -- What’s the Difference? 

posted on Mon, 21 Jul 2014 05:15:48 +0000 

Throwback Thursday -- Kennedy's Nuclear Visit 

posted on Thu, 03 Jul 2014 13:12:18 +0000 

George Deegan 
Senior Program Analyst (Nuclear Materials/Waste Management) 
  

Mathematically, of course, the answer is 0.596 – a tiny amount – but when referring to two different parts of NRC 
regulations, there’s a big difference. 10 CFR Part 2.802 and 10 CFR Part 2.206 both describe petition processes. 
However, 2.802 petitions are requests from the public for a new rule (regulation) while 2.206 petitions are related 
to enforcement actions. My area, the Office of Federal and State Materials and Environmental Management 
Programs (FSME), usually gets two to four 2.802 rulemaking petitions a year about medical or general license 
issues. However, petitions are also addressed in other offices, including the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. 
The basic steps for submitting petitions for rulemaking to the NRC are found in 10 CFR 2.802, with specific details 
on what to include in the petition documented in paragraph (c). For information on the process for submitting a 
petition for rulemaking to the NRC, please visit this page, which also has a link to the NRC’s petition for 
rulemaking dockets. The 2.206 process allows anyone to ask the NRC to take enforcement action against NRC 

licensees. Depending on the results of its evaluation, NRC could modify, suspend, or revoke an NRC-issued license or take other enforcement 
action to fix a problem. Additional information on how to submit a petition under 10 CFR 2.206, how the agency processes the request, and 
status information on 2.206 petitions we’ve received can be found at here. There have been occasions where a petitioner has invoked the term 
“2.206” when the request was really a petition for rulemaking under 2.802. Unfortunately, this situation often delays the petition while staff 
members review the request and get it put into the right process. The NRC’s petition process provides the public with a voice in how we 
regulate our licensees. Hopefully, this post clarifies which process is appropriate for a given situation and highlights the difference between 
the two numbers beyond 0.596! "Refresh" is a new initiative where we revisit some earlier posts. This originally ran in June 2011.

Comments 

comment #1341 posted on 2011-06-30 14:42:54 by Thomas Saporito 

comment #1338 posted on 2011-06-30 10:21:37 by Water Damage Restoration 

comment #31428 posted on 2012-12-11 12:32:19 by Water Jane 

The NRC 2.206 petition process is flawed. The petitioner is not permitted to engage the Petition Review Board in discussing the 
PRB's decision making process. The process should be changed to allow a petitioner to question PRB members under oath before the 
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board - and allow petitioners to bring expert witness opinions on the record. Thomas Saporito Senior 
Consulting Associate Saprodani-Associates.com Jupiter, Florida

Interesting. I never thought the public would have the ability to implement changes to the way this organization operates itself.

It would be helpful if this was fleshed out a bit more.
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Before John F. Kennedy became president, 
he was elected to the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate. During his time on Capitol Hill, he visited the Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory in Tennessee. Here, he’s photographed with ORNL Director Alvin Weinberg. Can you guess the year this photo was taken and 
who accompanied the then-Senator Kennedy? Extra points if you know what nuclear technology Weinberg is credited with spearheading. 
(Photo taken by Ed Westcott/DOE)   

Comments 

comment #410301 posted on 2014-07-03 09:39:27 by Steven Hutchins 

comment #410387 posted on 2014-07-03 11:18:20 by Moderator in response to comment #410301 

comment #410551 posted on 2014-07-03 14:49:07 by NRC in response to comment #410387 

comment #414025 posted on 2014-07-07 11:39:00 by Moderator in response to comment #413999 

comment #413999 posted on 2014-07-07 10:51:57 by Michelle 

comment #413847 posted on 2014-07-07 07:16:02 by stzzl 

comment #413910 posted on 2014-07-07 08:33:29 by Moderator in response to comment #410387 

1) February of 1959 with his wife, Jackie Kennedy. 2) Alvin Weinberg was known for his Molten Salt Reactor Experiments at Oak 
Ridge. The MSRE proved that a fission reaction in molten fluoride salts could be contained in Hastelloy-N, and that a molten salt 
fueled reactor concept was viable.

Your answers are correct. The photo was taken in 1959, and he was accompanied by Jackie Kennedy. You are quite right on your 
second response as well, Oak Ridge, under Weinberg’s leadership, spearheaded the development of the MSRE, which went critical in 
1965. However, we were thinking of another innovation championed by Weinberg that predates this photograph and was widely used 
in the nuclear industry.

The innovation widely used in the the nuclear industry and championed by Weinberg was the pressurized water reactor.

According to the NRC historian, that would be possible (Al Gore, Sr.) but we can't say for certain.

He looks so handsome in that picture! Thanks for sharing! I remember seeing another picture of JFK, Jacqueline, and Al Gore with 
Weinberg also in 1959. Was this picture from the same visit?

You said the right,I agree with you.Your information about John F. Kennedy is too good.Its an very informative post. Thanks for it. 
Best wishes for you.

Yes, the PWR!
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Tracing How Radioactive Materials Are Used in Research

posted on Tue, 01 Jul 2014 14:09:45 +0000 

The NRC Considers Amending Radioactive Release Regulations 

posted on Thu, 10 Jul 2014 14:17:45 +0000 

Betsy Ullrich 
Sr. Health Physicist 
Region I 
  

Scientists have been using radioactive materials in research nearly as long as they’ve known there were 
radioactive materials. Most radioactive materials are used in research as “tracers.” A radioactive element 
is attached to a compound in order to see what happens to the compound. In other words, the radioactive 
material is used to “trace” what happens to the compound. Making the compound with the radiotracer is 
referred to as “labeling” or “tagging” the compound. Let’s suppose a scientist is developing a new 
pesticide for treating crops. In order to understand what happens to that pesticide, the scientist uses 
tritium to label the compound. The atom of tritium will replace one of the normal hydrogen atoms on that 
compound. Then the pesticide labeled with the tritium tracer will be applied to a plant in a greenhouse. 
Samples of the leaves, roots and soil will be collected periodically and tested to see whether there is 
tritium in the samples. Then the scientist will know whether the pesticide stays on the leaves, is absorbed 
into the plant, or gets into the soil from the plant roots or from being washed off the leaves during 
watering (in a laboratory setting).   By far, the most frequently used radionuclides for research are 
carbon-14 (C14), tritium (H3), iodine-125 (I125), phosphorus-32 (P32) and sulfur-35 (S35), which have 
low enough energies to be easily shielded with thin plastic. I125 emits low-energy gamma radiation 
which also is easily shielded by plastic or glass. Only very small quantities of these radionuclides are 
used, usually measured in microcuries or nanocuries. Because it’s gotten more expensive to use and 
dispose of radioactive materials, scientists have developed alternate testing methods for many studies. 

However, some research still requires radioactive materials because they’re the best way to label and trace a compound. The use of 
radioactive materials in research requires a license from the NRC or an Agreement State, and scientists who use radioactive materials are 
trained in radiation safety and their research methods. 

Comments 

comment #408568 posted on 2014-07-01 13:01:16 by CaptD 

"Tracing" radioactive tracers is probably what the NRC does best, since it creates a paper trail that can be examined and verified as 
being accurate. As detectors get more sensitive, I look for the use of ever smaller amounts of radioactive tracers being used, especially 
in medicine, which will mean that even less is washed down the drain and/or listed as wasted.

Tanya E. Hood Project Manager Office of New Reactors 
  
  
Part of the NRC’s mission includes making sure nuclear power plants control and monitor the very small amounts of radioactive material that 
might be released during normal operations. Filtering and otherwise maintaining a reactor’s cooling water can create radioactive gases and 
liquids. The amounts generated and released vary depending on a reactor’s design and overall performance. The primary regulations for 
radioactive emissions (also called radioactive effluents) from commercial nuclear power plants are in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix I. These 
rules are designed to keep normal airborne or liquid releases low enough that any public radiation dose would be a minute fraction of the dose 
from natural background radiation. Appendix I also requires U.S. nuclear power plants to further reduce potential doses as much as 
reasonably possible. This set of regulations includes requirements for plants to regularly sample their nearby environments.  The plant’s 
samples of air, water, milk, soil, vegetation, sediment and fish come from the property line, on-site, and from nearby towns. 

In 2007, the International Commission on Radiological 
Protection published recommendations that account for updated scientific understanding of the way to calculate radiation doses. For the past 
few years we’ve been considering amending the NRC’s radiation protection regulations. We’ve talked with public interest groups, other 
federal and state agencies and the industries or individuals we regulate on the possibility. The NRC’s Commissioners gave the staff direction 
about potentially amending these regulations in December 2012. The Commission told the staff to begin developing the regulatory basis for 
revising the NRC’s radiation protection regulations in 10 CFR Part 20 and regulations for radioactive effluents from commercial nuclear 
power plants in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix I "to align with the most recent methodology and terminology [in the ICRP 2007 
recommendations] for dose assessment." The NRC just held a meeting soliciting feedback on the development of a draft regulatory basis for 
updating 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix I in Savannah, Ga., on June 27, 2014. The attendees, either in person, on the phone or watching our 
webinar, gave us some great comments to consider. We’ll continue the discussion later this summer by issuing an Advanced Notice of 
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Proposed Rulemaking (ANPR) in the Federal Register. The notice will list future meetings and describe the regulatory process in more detail. 
Based on feedback received from the public conversations and the ANPR, NRC staff will complete the regulatory basis and make a 
recommendation to the Commission on whether revisions that may affect how radiation dose is calculated, how it is measured and how 
radioactive effluents are reported annually are warranted. The NRC staff anticipates the regulatory process related to potential updates 
will take several years to complete. Next week, NRC staff from several offices will participate in the 59th Annual Meeting of the Health 
Physics Society, in Baltimore, Md., and will participate in a technical session that will cover, in more detail, the NRC's efforts on this issue. 
In addition, Chairman Allison Macfarlane will address this topic, among others, in the meeting's opening plenary session. 

Comments 

comment #421345 posted on 2014-07-15 11:33:22 by Garry Morgan in response to comment #419525 

comment #421334 posted on 2014-07-15 11:08:07 by Garry Morgan in response to comment #417382 

comment #421336 posted on 2014-07-15 11:10:36 by Engineer-Poet in response to comment #419525 

comment #422283 posted on 2014-07-16 11:05:59 by Garry Morgan in response to comment #420405 

comment #419922 posted on 2014-07-13 22:16:17 by Ron Brown 

comment #422382 posted on 2014-07-16 13:28:43 by Garry Morgan in response to comment #421336 

A scholarly article - Radiation-Induced Cancer From Low-Dose Exposure John W. Gofman, M.D., Ph.D. 1990; CHAPTER 18 
Disproof of Any Safe Dose or Dose-Rate of Ionizing Radiation, with Respect to Induction of Cancer in Humans - "The nine studies 
entered in Table 21-A demonstrate that the following doses are not safe, with respect to cancer-induction: 9.0 rads, 7.5 rads, 4.6 rads, 
1.6 rads, 1.0 rad, 0.9 rad, 0.5 rad, and 0.1 rad. Claims abound that epidemiological evidence for human cancer-induction is absent at 
low doses, but such claims are clearly mistaken." http://www.ratical.org/radiation/CNR/RIC/chp18.html Table 21A link: 
http://www.ratical.org/radiation/CNR/RIC/chp18.html#tab21a

Good job NRC for not supporting censorship! The Engineer-Poet has no comment on the BIER VII Report which does not support 
radiation hormesis THEORY? This statement sums up Radiation Hormesis Theory: "[Radiation] Hormesis is [not] just bad science, 
[the] studies are fraudulent - consisting of comparisons between populations without control for the age group and smoking. As 
typical in scientific fraud, research conclusions focus entirely on the non-scientific aspects such as safety policies, entirely ignoring 
the scientific implications (if the response is not linear, then you have to throw entire concept of dose out of the window. It is only the 
linear no threshold response model under which all kinds of ionizing radiation are equivalent (up to the scaling factor)). To put it very 
bluntly, there's all reasons to think that hormesis proponents are not merely mistaken, but are actively lying. A genuinely mistaken 
scientist explores the scientific consequences of his erroneous research. A fraudster, on other hand, focuses solely on promoting the 
policy changes which he wants to enact through his fraud, and shies away from the scientific implications of his research; for the 
science is interlinked, and scientific implications of fraudulent research would contradict a lot of other, seemingly unrelated 
experiments and knowledge." (dmytry.blogspot.com/2009/.../radiation-hormesis ) There is Dr. John Gofman, MD, PhD, one of the 
original scientists on the Manhattan Project and holds patents for the separation of plutonium. The title: "Radiation-Induced Cancer 
From Low-Dose Exposure," John W. Gofman, M.D., Ph.D. 1990. The entire publication is available on line, I would suggest all 
interested parties read it. It is very relevant to the radiation release issue. http://www.ratical.org/radiation/CNR/RIC/contents.html

Totally false.  Not only are certain amounts of radiation safe, certain amounts of radiation have been shown to extend the lives of 
experimental animals by as much as 30%... and we have known this for more than 5 decades. The "all radiation is unsafe" claim is 
part of the effort to ban above-ground nuclear testing.  That effort was successful, but now the paranoia it engenders has already 
blocked our first and best option for controlling climate change.  By the mid 1970's the USA was on track to eliminate coal for 
electric generation, until the NRC's regulatory micromanagement (and failure to consider hazards continued or even created by failing 
to use nuclear power instead of coal or gas) made it impossible to continue.  The USA continued to burn coal instead, China and India 
went into the coal-burning business in a huge way, and 400 ppm CO2 is now in our wake.  Thanks, Greenpeace!

Transferring regulatory authority concerning emission releases from nuclear facilities away from the NRC to other government 
alphabet agencies does not insure public health and safety. Your suggestion "billpks" complicates the problem by diminishing NRC 
regulatory control of an already compromised regulator by the nuclear industry's PAC - NEI, and its political supporters. The purpose 
of the NRC as our regulator is to protect humans and the environment, not the nuclear industry. Your suggestion seems to prefer the 
protection of the nuclear industry over humans and the environment by attacking the NRC's chair and attempt to diminish the 
regulators control over nuclear facility emissions. A previous tactic of the NEI and others who benefit directly from nuclear industry 
"payola."

I would like to know the NRC's position on the Petkau Effect and how the modification would contribute to it - refer to 
http://www.amazon.com/Petkau-Effect-Devasting-Radiation-Environment/dp/1568580193/ref=sr_1_1?
s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1405303866&sr=1-1&keywords=petkau+effect

Mr. Engineer-Poet: I'm not a "green" as you say, nor do I agree with the notion that all "radiation" is harmful, as "radiation" is 
produced from many beneficial sources, including the sun. That does not mean that ionizing radiation will not damage cellular 
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comment #421293 posted on 2014-07-15 10:06:23 by Moderator in response to comment #419922 

comment #421295 posted on 2014-07-15 10:07:50 by billpks 

comment #419525 posted on 2014-07-13 12:06:56 by Susan Corbett 

comment #419500 posted on 2014-07-13 11:42:43 by perdajz in response to comment #416890 

comment #419496 posted on 2014-07-13 11:37:36 by Susan Corbett 

comment #421669 posted on 2014-07-15 18:55:45 by Engineer-Poet in response to comment #421345 

structure or that the intake of particles emitting ionizing radiation will not damage cellular structure or organs and tissue. It is a 
proven fact that cells may be damaged and mutated by low level ionizing radiation.. I'm an old retired military service member who 
was once involved in "nuclear surety" as a clinician and health care administrator. Your tactic to attack those who do not agree with 
your statements is not a trait conducive to analysis in science or engineering. It is conducive for political argument in support of 
fallacy. As a retired military service member once involved in Human/Personnel Reliability, I'm very concerned with undue influence 
by the nuclear industry and its premier PAC, the NEI, and politicians who support the nuclear industry before the health and welfare 
of U.S. Citizens. Your link posting concerning the title "Fukushima and the Beneficial Effects of Low Level Radiation" is more of the 
Radiation Homesis fallacy. It is science fact mixed with fallacy. Regarding Dr. Allison's presentation in the VIMEO video, I agree 
with Dr. Allison in part and disagree with him in part. Your UNSCEAR document is an old and familiar read in the Fundamentals of 
Radiobiology; an older read which has many improvements since its original publication, which I think was in 1955. Since you 
dismiss Dr. Gofman because of the "Ratical site", consider: Richard Wakeford, Review of Evaluation of the Linear-Nonthreshold 
Dose-Response Model for Ionizing Radiation (National Council on Radiation Protection, NCRP Report No.136), Journal of 
Radiological Protection, 2002, Vol. 22 No.3 - "The chapter on DNA repair and processing concludes that it is likely that exposure of 
humans to low doses and low dose rates does result in permanent alterations in DNA sequences, which points away from a threshold." 
Wakeford states, "The report begins by examining the way in which radiation energy is deposited in cells. It concludes that at low 
doses and low dose rates the relevant biological damage would be produced by a 'single hit' because of the spatial and temporal 
sparseness of the events causing the damage. Since cancer is considered to be monoclonal (single cell) in origin, this suggests that the 
dose-response is linear at low doses with no threshold." No threshold means that any dose of ionizing radiation can lead to cancer 
which means that there is no safe dose of ionizing radiation. "There is no safe level of exposure and there is no dose of (ionizing) 
radiation so low that the risk of a malignancy is zero." – Dr. Karl Morgan, the father of Health Physics Also concluded by the 
National Academy of Sciences BEIR VII, Phase 2, 2006 study, pg 15: There is a "no-threshold dose-response relationship between 
exposure to ionizing radiation and the development of cancer in humans."

The NRC does not have a position. Tanya Hood

Having now had the opportunity to review the Chairwoman's speech to the HPS I came away gravely concerned that with all the talk 
of changes to radiological protection standards that such work is proceeding under this value: "In fact, a questioning attitude – asking 
ourselves how and where we can improve – is also the foundation of ALARA (as low as (is) reasonable achievable), which, in my 
opinion, is the cornerstone of effective radiation protection." There is an imperious - head held above one's scientific and technical 
peers - quality to this speech that belies the suggestion that NRC is in fact open to risk-informed input from outside its own ranks. 
That the speech doesn't even acknowledge the differing professional opinions regarding the validity of the LNTH amounts to a virtual 
rebuke to the members of the HPS. I wonder: Is the Chairwoman aware that during the period since the last reactor near site health 
studies the average exposure across the entire population has doubled while the amount of exposure from NPP remains fully 
compliant with Appendix I and therefore negligible? What that change means is that the traditional rationale for Appendix I ALARA 
has been practically subverted by the medical establishment. It seems to me that money being spent with the National Academies 
would have been better spent on looking for consequences in relation to benefits of all that added medical exposure. 50 mrem of 
incidental exposure from released patients is likewise a candidate for evidence-based regulation taking the place of and anachronistic 
reliance upon ALARA. And finally, I find nothing in this defense of ALARA that acknowledges the substantially fatal consequences 
of Mismanaged Evacuation Stress Syndrome which is now very evident in the surrounding public impacted by the Fukushima 
disaster. Silence on that particular point is negligent in my view.

No amount of radiation is safe, natural or manmade, and "scientists" who promote the hormesis theory are jsut lille the ones who tried 
to tell us cigarettes don't cause lung cancer or other diseaese. The NRC should have a zero tolerance level on any radioactive 
releases,and any reactor that can't operate without emitting radiation should be shut down.

Yes, I routinely give my children small doses of things that would be poison in large doses. These things are called medicines and 
vitamins. Aspirin is the best example. We gave our daughter a sedative once so that she could stay calm while getting stitches. Of 
course, in a large enough dose, the sedative would have been crippling or lethal. We encourage our children to swallow two cups 
water or take a bath whenever necessary, but we make sure that they don't get get two cups of water in the lungs. We did this by 
teaching them to swim.

No amount of radiation is safe, natural or manmade, and the effects are cumulative. The NRC should have a zero tolerance policy on 
releases of radiation. If reactors cannot operate without emitting radiation, they should be shut down.
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comment #422086 posted on 2014-07-16 07:09:00 by steeve 

comment #424020 posted on 2014-07-18 11:15:10 by Moderator in response to comment #416900 

comment #423119 posted on 2014-07-17 09:23:20 by Oona Houlihan 

comment #418238 posted on 2014-07-11 23:26:58 by Engineer-Poet in response to comment #417382 

how about radiation hormesis craziness 

If someone shows you scientific documentation that the phenomenon is real, and you call it "craziness", it's you that's crazy.  In your case, 
Garry, paranoid:  living in fear of ineffable hazards despite evidence that they do not exist, like monsters under the bed. The Health Physics 
Society has this to say (emphasis added): 

for populations in which almost all individuals are estimated to receive a lifetime dose of less than 10 rem above background, 
collective dose is a highly speculative and uncertain measure of risk and should not be used for the purpose of estimating 
population health risks. 

NRC moderator:  you should not publish comments which make assertions without documentary evidence. 

comment #417804 posted on 2014-07-11 11:11:10 by Garry Morgan in response to comment #417382 

comment #417779 posted on 2014-07-11 10:32:11 by nuclearwindsatomiclies 

comment #417680 posted on 2014-07-11 07:41:37 by Moderator in response to comment #416930 

Garry Morgan's "scholarly article" is published only on a radical anti-nuclear website.  Just look at the main page: 
http://www.ratical.org/ Garry is one of the many "Greens" who will immediately and assiduously deny anything that does not come 
from the anti-nuclear echo chamber, no matter how solid its scientific source.  And that, my friends, is the level of "proof" allowed 
here by NRC blog policy. In the real world (outside said echo chamber), the phenomena they say we should be seeing (with great 
certainty!) are not merely failing to appear, we see the OPPOSITE.  The Goiania incident in Brazil?  The survivors of ARS are not 
dying any faster than the unexposed population.  There's actually a deficit of cancers in the moderately-exposed group of Chernobyl 
cleanup workers (an "anomalous" ERR/Gy = –0.47, in other words, hormesis). http://ehp.niehs.nih.gov/1204996/. More stuff from 
sources far more trustworthy and verifiable than the echo chamber: http://player.vimeo.com/video/97112852 
http://www.nuclearsafety.gc.ca/eng/pdfs/Presentations/Guest-Speakers/2013/20130625-Cuttler-CNSC-Fukushima-and-beneficial-
effects-low-radiation.pdf http://www.unscear.org/docs/reports/1958,%2013th%20session%20%28Suppl.%20No.17%29/1958final-
3_unscear.pdf#page=30

Radiation and nuclear has alaways been a big issues for the humanity and I wont let corporations and stuff like that destroying what 
we have built. I dont want the next generation to come and eat poison you know.. Regards

The releases from all nuclear power plants in the United States are summarized in a series of annual reports that are publicly available 
in NRC Agencywide Documents Access and Management System (ADAMS). The most recent annual reports can also be found on 
NRCs web page at http://www.nrc.gov/reactors/operating/ops-experience/tritium/plant-info.html. The changes anticipated for 10 CFR 
50 Appendix I would not change the NRCs requirements for these reports, and they will continue to be available for public 
inspection. Tanya Hood

"Proposed Rulemaking" - Well, the main issue, judging from European nuclear power stations is that effluents and immissions, e.g. 
through the chimneys (Tritium, radioactive noble gases and a few aerosols) is the raised levels of child leukemia (otherwise a very 
rare occurrence) and thyroid cancers and other thyroid problems in closer proximity to nuclear power stations. Also veterinarians 
report high levels of mutations, stillbirths and visible birth defects in pets. But nothing is done to fund research into the causes. Maybe 
the US could do better?

Anti-nuclear gospel, how about radiation hormesis craziness. The next think you will be saying it is beneficial to pulverize spent 
nuclear reactor fuel and spread it in our upper atmosphere as a solution to the nuclear waste problems. Read the BIER VII Report, 
then get back to reality and stop with the radiation hormesis propaganda. I agree, the NRC must make a stand on science and not 
listen to the purveyors of radiation hormesis fallacy.

Reblogged this on nuclearwindsatomiclies and commented: Amending it so this filthy industry can poison us more or less is the 
question...

The NRC posts speeches by the Chairman at http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/commission/speeches/2014/ after the 
event has finished.
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Looking For Better Ways to Determine Severe Weather Hazards  

posted on Tue, 08 Jul 2014 14:40:16 +0000 

comment #417382 posted on 2014-07-10 23:33:24 by Engineer-Poet in response to comment #416890 

comment #417308 posted on 2014-07-10 21:51:32 by joffan7 

comment #417213 posted on 2014-07-10 19:17:35 by Daniel 

comment #416930 posted on 2014-07-10 12:31:08 by Mary Jane Williams 

comment #416900 posted on 2014-07-10 12:01:13 by CaptD 

comment #416890 posted on 2014-07-10 11:49:16 by Nancy 

comment #420405 posted on 2014-07-14 11:35:15 by billpks 

comment #420446 posted on 2014-07-14 12:37:09 by Moderator in response to comment #417382 

comment #420457 posted on 2014-07-14 12:54:41 by Nancy in response to comment #419500 

Thank you for the chapter and verse from the anti-nuclear gospel. In truth, we have known that those talking points are not merely 
wrong, they were known to be wrong by the people who created them. Yes, they are lies. Radiotherapy sessions divide the total 
radiation dose because healthy tissues recover over time. People who have examined the data found that low, steady (chronic) doses 
of ionizing radiation are harmless or even beneficial. It has been known since no later than 1958 that steady, low-rate irradiation with 
Co-60 gammas can extend the life of mice and guinea pigs around 30%. The NRC should make a stand on science, and only on the 
science. Green orthodoxy and anti-nuclear paranoia should have no influence on our policies and standards.

You should take due note of (and inform the EPA about) the conclusions of the ICRP regarding collective dose: "The aggregation of 
very low individual doses over extended time periods is inappropriate, and in particular, the calculation of the number of cancer 
deaths based on collective effective doses from trivial individual doses should be avoided." (ICRP Publications 103 in the Executive 
summary)

The EPA has already acted and increased radiation tolerance levels. Most countries in the western world will. If Fukushima's 
insignificant radio active release would have happened near Texas, the second amendment would have kicked in and no one US 
citizen would have tolerated an evacuation notice. Eating a bag of chips everyday exposes me to more radiation than most evacuated 
zones in Japan. Yet I live to be a free man. Japanese citizens get to stay in shelter and live in fear for no scientific reason at all.

You say absolutely nothing about whether you're hoping (and yes, I do suspect you of bias) to allow more radiation or less. Also, 
could you please post Chairman Macfarland's speech to the Health Physics Society? Hopefully it will give the public a clue to your 
thinking.

All � releases to the environment should be disclosed to the public, then the PUBLIC, not the NRC or any other Government entity 
can determine if additional oversight is needed...

All radiation is cumulative. The levels released by nuclear plants should be zero and if not they should be shut down. Would you feed 
your children just a little bit of poison?

While it is unlikely to happen, it would be a most salutary development if NRC were to do away with Appendix I and transition the 
control of effluent releases to EPA; of occupational doses to OSHA; and of post accident emergency management to FEMA 
oversight. Then the agency could focus entirely the reliability of safeguards against release of man-made radioactive materials from 
designed containment. With respect to power reactors, decay heat and prompt criticality are the concerns of most importance to 
national energy security. Judging by the slow decline of the US NP sector into irrelevance under the existing standards for 
exaggeration of radiological consequences of miniscule exposures, the anti-nuclear types will get what they want even as the last 
NRC Chairman speechifies to some future Health Physics Society meeting on the rigorous scientific basis upon which oversight of 
decommissioning is proceeding.

The NRC does not "fact check" comments posted here. As long as they adhere to the comment guidelines, they are approved. Readers 
of this blog should understand comments are the opinion of the submitter. Moderator

The difference is that you give your children these doses. There is no parental choice in radiation releases to children around nuclear 
plants.

Thomas Nicholson 
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Senior Technical Advisor 
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research 
  The NRC staff evaluates flood hazards when we review applications for new nuclear facility sites. In addition, we re-examine flooding at 
operating nuclear power plants -- a result of what we learned from the 2011 tsunami flooding at Fukushima Dai-ichi in Japan. 
These evaluations cover a range of flood events including extreme storms that produce intense local rainfall. The NRC works with other 
federal agencies to better understand events caused by severe weather as we develop ways to better evaluate possible flooding issues at these 

sites. Before the Fukushima event, the NRC staff informed the Federal Subcommittee on 
Hydrology of the urgent need to update the National Weather Service’s reports for estimating extreme rainfall events. We use these reports as 
the basis for our flood design and protection studies. As a result, the subcommittee formed a task force and later the Extreme Storm Events 
Work Group. The work group is looking at the best practices being used to study extreme storms, and developing estimation procedures and 
guidance. The Extreme Storm Events Work Group has an impressive membership. In addition to the NRC, it includes the National Weather 
Service, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, Natural Resources 
Conservation Service, Tennessee Valley Authority, and the U.S. Geological Survey. The work group meets monthly to talk about ongoing 
activities and products federal agencies are developing to help monitor, model and publish rainfall estimates. Based in large part on the 
group’s work, we held a three-day workshop last year on probabilistic flood hazard assessment. The workshop brought together more than 
250 international experts and included presentations and panel discussions on extreme rainfall events, coastal storm surge flooding, river 
flooding, tidal waves, flood-induced dam and levee failures, and combined flood events. More recently, the work group held a workshop at 
the National Weather Service to define needed extreme storm products for the nation. These products will greatly assist the federal agencies 
that are moving towards a risk-informed approach for assessing flooding hazards. NRC staff members are benefiting greatly by their 
interactions with their federal counterparts in the work group. Nuclear power plants are built to withstand local extreme weather, but we are 
always learning how safety margins can be improved even more. By working with weather experts in other federal agencies, we can build on 
what they’re doing and our nuclear power plants will benefit from this collaboration. We can’t stop flooding from happening, but we can 
make sure the facilities we regulate are prepared to deal with it safely. 

Comments 

comment #418678 posted on 2014-07-12 10:56:41 by perdajz 

comment #416927 posted on 2014-07-10 12:28:16 by dick0645 in response to comment #415126 

comment #416913 posted on 2014-07-10 12:15:42 by dick0645 

comment #416289 posted on 2014-07-09 18:19:19 by Nikohl Vandel in response to comment #415126 

comment #416041 posted on 2014-07-09 12:30:53 by abpmr 

The last thing anyone needs is another NPP risk analysis, especially of external events like severe weather or earthquakes. This might 
have made sense when I did it back in the 80's, but now we have decades of operating experience and thousands of reactor-years to 
rely upon, and a much better understanding that ALARA really is no basis for regulation or any rational risk assessment. No further 
analysis is required: nuclear power is far and away safer than any alternative, and there is no point to figuring out how many angels 
can dance on the head of a pin. Please do not burden the industry with any more superfluous regulation, especially when you can get 
away with practically anything if you are fracking, burning coal, or forming gigantic piles of toxic metals into PV panels. The 
evidence is irrefutable. Any event that causes core damage, be it weather, earthquake or terrorism, would be far worse than any 
consequences from core damage.

If the NRC is satisfied with flooding protective measures at nuclear power plants why are the flooding analysis results for the Fort 
Calhoun Nuclear Station being kept from the public? The NRC has had several closed meetings with the plant. Makes one question 
the honesty of the NRC.

The NRC says, "We can’t stop flooding from happening, but we can make sure the. facilities we regulate are prepared to deal with it 
safely." Excellent words. But what about the secrecy surrounding the Fort Calhoun Station's flood hazards analysis. The results must 
be bad for the NRC to have closed meetings only with the licensee. So much for regulatory transparency!

:-) right on, yet, the problem remains, what kind of Order requirements will prevent a tragedy like Fukushima, in a similar natural 
disaster? And perhaps that's an unanswerable question, yet we must try, mustn't we?
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comment #415938 posted on 2014-07-09 10:06:54 by Garry Morgan 

comment #415256 posted on 2014-07-08 16:43:29 by John Randall 

comment #415126 posted on 2014-07-08 14:28:13 by Moderator in response to comment #414979 

comment #415096 posted on 2014-07-08 13:52:06 by CaptD 

comment #415098 posted on 2014-07-08 13:53:54 by Garry Morgan 

Thank for infomation.

The singular focus on flooding instead of all severe weather events and how the nuclear operators and the regulator reacts to these 
events is not reassuring the public that nuclear power is safe nor reliable. In tornado events where off-site power is destroyed nuclear 
reactors can not produce power and must be placed either in standby or shutdown while relying on generator power to cool the reactor 
and cooling pool system. Give us reassurances that the NRC is doing their job. You should be looking at not only flooding but how a 
severe storm such as a category 4-5 Hurricane with flooding and tornadoes effect the different reactor systems and how human factors 
enter into a compounded disaster scenario. Particularly with the GE Mark 1 system, since the sheet metal attached to steel beam 
secondary containment is defective, it does not provide adequate overhead protection for the cooling pools nor controls in the event of 
a direct strike by overhead missiles generated by high winds in extreme hurricane or tornado events. Flooding as a result of a 
hurricane along with tornadoes occurring in a singular event is a real world high risk disaster scenario and the public has a right to 
know how you as our regulator will insure nuclear operators are prepared for such a disaster and how they will react. Skewered risk 
analysis for such events does not facilitate reliability of human nor engineering systems. The public should never be willing to accept 
skewered risk analysis and a lack of planning for extreme weather events. This includes evacuation plans for compounded disaster 
events. NRC State-of-the-Art Reactor Consequence Analyses (SOARCA) project to develop best estimates of the offsite radiological 
health consequences for potential severe reactor accidents is currently not realistic and uses skewered data and risk analysis. There is 
no reason the SOARCA project could not be a worthwhile project if it supported safety instead of operator profits. The applicability 
of SOARCA to real world extreme weather events would enhance safety if it was applied properly. Here's the bottom line - Either the 
NRC provides a regulatory framework where human safety is first and foremost in your mission or all civilian nuclear reactors should 
be shuttered. It is not your mission to place any support for operator profits over human safety. Your doing so equates to a Human 
Reliability failure as our regulator. The allowance of political influence to degrade your mission is likewise a Human Reliability 
failure. Weather is truly amazing, more amazing is how humans interact with or to weather, engineering, risk analysis, politics and the 
massive machine we call a nuclear reactor. Safety first ladies and gentleman of the NRC, not reactor operator profits.

Let's not forget that with the warming climate, the assumption of stationarity, that new floods will be like old floods, will weaken as 
climate change proceeds. Also, with sea-level rise, surge flooding will get worse. (Sandy's surge flooding of New York City would 
have been less severe if the local sea level hadn't been rising.) The operators of all coastal plants should be reevaluating their surge-
protection plans in light of rising sea levels.

The NRC’s efforts to learn from Fukushima include an Order to all operating U.S. nuclear power plants to have “mitigating 
strategies” (http://public-blog.nrc-gateway.gov/2014/04/02/addressing-the-unpredictable-through-mitigation-strategies/) in place to 
keep key safety functions going if an event knocks out installed emergency equipment. The NRC is inspecting plants as they put 
resources and procedures in place for those strategies, and to this point we’re satisfied the plants will be able to meet the Order’s 
requirements. The plants’ strategies must protect or restore key safety functions indefinitely in the case of an accident. The strategies 
focus on keeping the core cool, preserving the containment’s barrier that prevents or controls radiation releases, and cooling the spent 
fuel pool. Plants with more than one reactor must be able to do this for every reactor on site at the same time. NRC Moderator

RE: "We can’t stop flooding from happening, but we can make sure the facilities we regulate are prepared to deal with it safely." 
Planning for future events is always a good thing but that said, nobody can hope to outplay Nature! Fukushima proved that Nature can 
destroy any land based nuclear reactor, any place anytime 24/7 so the NRC statement "the facilities we regulate are prepared to deal 
with it safely" is nothing but bravado...

Testing for extreme tornado weather interactions with the GE Mark 1 Nuclear Reactor system is lacking, and the 1968 base study is 
an example of bad science, bad analogies and out dated - inaccurate results. The Nov. 1968 APED-5696 "Tornado Protection for the 
Spent Fuel Storage Pool" disclaimer, in part, states: "...Makes no warranty expressed or implied with respect to the accuracy, 
completeness, or usefulness of the information contained in this report..." The use of a shop-vac to demonstrate how a tornado works 
is not and has never been realistic. The faulty assumptions made in this report are not supportive of the facts regarding an EF5 
Tornado striking the unsafe sheet metal secondary containment structure over the cooling pools of the GE Mark 1 nuclear reactors. 
GE Mark 1 Nuclear Reactor 1968 "Tornado Protection for the Spent Fuel Storage Pool" is seriously lacking and should be replaced 
with a modern day study utilizing ACCURATE computerized risk models based on modern computerized data from EF5 Tornado 
events which would include twin tornadoes and multiple overhead direct strikes with overhead missiles to the fuel pools structure 
instead of "shop-vac - East Coast Cadillac - West Coast Volkswagen" unrealistic hypothesis. Luck has been favorable; relying on luck 
instead of science and engineering is not a wise choice. If an EF5 tornado strikes a GE Mark 1 Nuclear Reactor's secondary 
containment's, spent fuel pool sheet metal structure, the probability of a serious disaster is greatly increased. Strengthening the 
defective GE Mark 1's overhead containment has not been accomplished. An example of placing reactor operator profits before 
human safety; a failure of regulator and corporate-management reliability concerning nuclear materials, systems and processes.
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NRC Science 101: The What and How of Geiger Counters 

posted on Tue, 15 Jul 2014 13:00:56 +0000 

comment #414979 posted on 2014-07-08 11:03:57 by Nikohl Vandel 

This is all encouraging and preemptive in nature, i guess my next question is this, what if, like fukushima, all those precautions fail, 
what plans do we have that are different than what have and still are failing in fukushima? How would we work to contain that same 
situation at, say, Diablo Canyon which work is any different than what is being done in Japan right now, today? Would we be able to 
contain Diablo Canyon in a similar meltdown any better than the Japanese?

Joe DeCicco 
Senior Health Physicist 
Source Management and Protection Branch 
  
In earlier Science 101 posts, we talked about ionizing radiation and different types of radiation. In this post, we'll look at the Geiger counter, 

an instrument that can detect radiation. Just to recap, the core of an atom (the nucleus) is 
surrounded by orbiting electrons, like planets around a sun. The electrons have a negative charge and usually cancel out an equal number of 
positively charged protons in the nucleus. But if an electron absorbs energy from radiation, it can be pushed out of its orbit. This action is 
called “ionization” and creates an “ion pair”—a free, negatively charged electron and a positively charged atom. Humans cannot detect 
creation of an ion pair through their five senses. But the Geiger counter is an instrument sensitive enough to detect ionization. Most of us 
have heard or seen a Geiger counter. They are the least expensive electronic device that can tell you there is radiation around you—though it 
can’t tell you the original source of the radiation, what type it is or how much energy it has. How does it work? A Geiger counter has two 
main parts—a sealed tube, or chamber, filled with gas, and an information display. Radiation enters the tube and when it collides with the 
gas, it pushes an electron away from the gas atom and creates an ion pair. A wire in the middle of the tube attracts electrons, creating other 
ion pairs and sending a current through the wire. The current goes to the information display and moves a needle across a scale or makes a 
number display on a screen. These devices usually provide “counts per minute,” or the number of ion pairs created every 60 seconds. If the 
loud speaker is on, it clicks every time an ion pair is created. The number of clicks indicates how much radiation is entering the Geiger 
counter chamber. You hear a clicking sound as soon as you turn on the speaker because there is always some radiation in the background. 
This radiation comes from the sun, natural uranium in the soil, radon, certain types of rock such as granite, plants and food, even other people 
and animals. The background counts per minute will vary; the needle will move or the number will change even when there is no know 
radiation source nearby. Many different things cause this fluctuation, including wind, soil moisture, precipitation (rain or snow), temperature, 
atmospheric conditions, altitude and indoor ventilation. Other factors in readings include geographical location (higher elevations give higher 
counts), the size and shape of the detector, and how the detector is built (different chamber material and different gases). Depending on the 

elevation and the type of Geiger counter, a typical natural background radiation level is 
anywhere from five to 60 counts per minute or more. Because background radiation rates 
vary randomly, you might see that range standing in one spot. It is important to understand 
that the Geiger counter indicates when an ion pair is created, but nothing about the type of 
radiation or its energy. Other types of instruments can provide an exposure rate (expressed 
as milliroentgen per hour or mR/hr). These counters must be calibrated to read a particular 
type of radiation (alpha, beta, gamma, neutron, x-ray) as well as the amount of energy 
emitted. The reading will only be accurate for that type of radiation and that energy level. 
And these instruments need to be calibrated regularly to be sure they are providing correct 
information over time. For more sophisticated environmental radiation readings, check out 
the Environmental Protection Agency’s nationwide system, RadNet. Using equipment far 
more sensitive than a Geiger counter, it continuously monitors the air and regularly 

samples precipitation, drinking water and pasteurized milk. Over its 40-year history, RadNet has developed an extensive nationwide 
“baseline” of normal background levels. By comparing this baseline to measurements across the U.S. states in March 2011, following the 
accident at the Fukushima reactors in Japan, the EPA was able to detect very small radiation increases in several western states. EPA detected 
radiation from Japan that was 100,000 times lower than natural background radiation—far below any level that would be of concern. And 
well below anything that would be evident using a simple Geiger counter, or even Geiger counters spread across the country. If RadNet were 
to detect a meaningful increase in radiation above the baseline, EPA would investigate immediately. With its nationwide system of monitors 
and sophisticated analytical capability, RadNet is the definitive source for accurate information on radiation levels in the environment in the 
U.S. By the way, the Geiger counter is also called a Geiger-Mueller tube, or a G-M counter. It was named after Hans Geiger, a German 
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scientist, who worked on detecting radiation in the early 1900s. Walter Mueller, a graduate PhD student of Geiger’s, perfected the gas-sealed 
detector in the late 1920s and received credit for his work when he gave his name to the Geiger-Mueller tube. 

Comments 

comment #422346 posted on 2014-07-16 12:35:13 by Jason Kennerly 

comment #421455 posted on 2014-07-15 14:06:49 by CaptD 

comment #421453 posted on 2014-07-15 14:05:30 by CaptD in response to comment #421386 

comment #421443 posted on 2014-07-15 13:29:19 by Nissan 

comment #421386 posted on 2014-07-15 12:23:06 by Garry Morgan 

comment #422246 posted on 2014-07-16 10:27:58 by Moderator in response to comment #421538 

comment #421538 posted on 2014-07-15 16:04:45 by richard123456columbia 

comment #423381 posted on 2014-07-17 16:34:26 by CaptD 

comment #422602 posted on 2014-07-16 19:12:01 by richard123456columbia 

I say we educate the public. Let them have cheap geiger counters in retail stores. Then those who refuse to be educated, let them live 
with the health consequences of not enough potassium in their diets and without the benefit of smoke detectors! Evolution can fix this 
problem of radiation fear, just like it did for fire. A human infant is the only baby mammal that will stare, fascinated, at a tiny flame.

http://public-blog.nrc-gateway.gov/2014/07/10/the-nrc-considers-amending-radioactive-release-regulations/comment-page-
1/#comment-416900 and http://nuclearnewsaustralia.wordpress.com/2014/07/10/very-slow-progress-on-tepcos-ice-wall-to-fix-
fukushimas-radioactive-water-leaks/#comment-22956 All � releases to the environment should be disclosed to the public, then the 
PUBLIC, not the NRC or any other Government entity can determine if additional oversight is needed…

Great Comment, hope to read more from you.

I think, the investigation of the EPA should be done immediately. And the discovery of this tool (instrument) is really exciting news 
for the community.

Good article, thank you. We use Geiger Counters and Radionuclide analyzers frequently, here is why. Rad Net does not cover all 
areas nor areas near nuclear facilities. Real time monitoring is lacking in the United States beyond the confines of the nuclear facility 
itself. Unfortunately the real time monitors at the nuclear facilities do not provide real time information to citizens. Nuclear operators 
quarterly reports with the publication of a required annual report document is not sufficient to disclose radionuclide releases in a 
timely fashion. It has been observed that off site and on site monitors are either missing or non-functioning. Our monitoring indicates 
radiation from nuclear facilities is not confined to the NRC's 10 mile, 25 mile or even 50 mile Emergency Planning Zones. In the 
Tennessee River Valley we have discovered increased ionizing radiation levels up to 80 miles downwind during fuel movement 
operations and reactor shutdowns where there is an atmospheric emissions release. Your secrecy is your worse enemy, unless you 
have something to hide. The NRC should require ALL nuclear facility operators to provide ALL monitoring in real time and make it 
available to the public in real time. Unless the emphasis is on money before human health. The excuse for not providing real time 
monitoring according to some NRC staff, "...the public will not understand the data and it may cause fear." Ladies and gentleman of 
the NRC, you are failing in your mission if you assume the public will not understand the data you should be providing. I'll assure 
you, if you provide the real time monitoring of nuclear facilities on a public website someone will insure the public will definitively 
understand the data being provided. You should not make faulty assumptions. Maybe the public will understand, is that the nature of 
your fear? Make Radiation Visible - http://www.makeradiationvisible.org/

The EPA RadNet system only monitors radiation in the U.S. Without knowing more about the meter, the type of energy it was 
detecting and normal background rates in that area, it is impossible to say what a 50 cpm reading indicates. You would need to 
contact whoever was operating that meter for answers to your questions. For more information on RadNet’s operations immediately 
following Fukushima, check out this link: http://www.epa.gov/japan2011/index.html Joe DeCicco

Your statement : "EPA detected radiation from Japan that was 100,000 times lower than natural background radiation—far below any 
level that would be of concern. And well below anything that would be evident using a simple Geiger counter, or even Geiger 
counters spread across the country." I watched the readings in Vancouver Canada after 311 and it rose to 50cpm and then was shut 
down. Why was it shut down and how high did it go?

Here is a � Monitor (made in CA) that not only measures � but also uploads the data to the Web and it is low cost! They make 
models that stand alone and also that connect to your smart cell phone! http://iradgeiger.com/
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Throwback Thursday -- Atoms for Peace 

posted on Thu, 17 Jul 2014 14:16:01 +0000 

comment #433561 posted on 2014-07-30 16:01:38 by in response to comment #421455 

I have taken snap shots of RadNet with readings over 70CPM (Beta Gross Count Rate)

With respect to determining what oversight for releases to the environment is needed, why would you assume that the public has any 
more ability than the people who are trained and paid to do so. We can't even agree on taxes, debt ceilings, illegal immigration, who's 
in the 1%, saturated fats, gluten, the Kardashians, Rick Dees' weekly top forty picks, etc., etc.. What will happen is the public will 
band together and select someone to represent them on the issue...oh wait, we already have that. It's called congress. If you don't like 
how congress is handling things, vote someone else in. Making vague statements about how the unicorns and the butterflies will step 
in and save us from the evil government doesn't accomplish anything except wasting another soap box.

Which U.S. president launched this 
program – Atoms for Peace? The program’s intent was to share nuclear technology and isotopes with American allies while maintaining 
control of weapons-grade material. It also supplied equipment and information to schools, hospitals and research institutions within the U.S. 
(Photo by Ed Westcott/DOE)   

Comments 

comment #423154 posted on 2014-07-17 10:41:57 by 

comment #423149 posted on 2014-07-17 10:27:51 by Joe Gilliland 

comment #423148 posted on 2014-07-17 10:26:50 by dciprianojr 

comment #423146 posted on 2014-07-17 10:25:54 by 

President Eisenhower

My recollection is that it was Eisenhower.

The photo location appears to be the shopping center in Oak Ridge, TN. Can you confirm?

I recognize that Kinney Shoes store in the background as one that my parents, brothers, and I shopped in throughout my childhood 
there in downtown Oak Ridge where this photo was taken. During the late 50's, 60's, and 70's Oak Ridge was a great place to grow 
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OIG Report: Yucca Mountain Records Retention  

posted on Wed, 23 Jul 2014 18:51:24 +0000 

comment #423174 posted on 2014-07-17 11:17:13 by Moderator in response to comment #423148 

comment #423175 posted on 2014-07-17 11:17:44 by Moderator 

comment #423144 posted on 2014-07-17 10:24:12 by Mark Fallon 

comment #423198 posted on 2014-07-17 11:57:36 by dick0645 

comment #423351 posted on 2014-07-17 15:49:27 by CaptD 

comment #423159 posted on 2014-07-17 10:56:58 by Davvid Black 

comment #426454 posted on 2014-07-21 06:58:34 by contributorsushil 

up. I have wonderful memories of the first "Atomic Museum" that my Brownie Troop visited and of annual open house events that 
allowed us children the rare opportunity to go "behind the fence" and see where our parents worked.

We cannot confirm, but it appears another commenter recognizes the location! Moderator

Yes, correct. President Eisenhower. Thanks for your guesses! Moderator

Dwight David "Ike" Eisenhower

I had to look it up. Eisenhower did kick it off in ’53. According to Wikipedia, Atoms for Peace was “part of carefully orchestrated 
media campaign, called Operation Candor, to enlighten the American public on the risks and hopes of a nuclear future.” Some say it 
was a cover for a massive buildup of our nuclear weapons arsenal. Under Eisenhower our nuclear weapons arsenal inventory rose 
from 1,005 to 20,000 weapons. The good thing about Atoms for Peace was its emphasis on nuclear weapon nonproliferation. Since 
that time very few additional countries have developed their own nuclear weapons program. It is interesting to note that we helped 
Iran and Pakistan back then to build their first nuclear reactors.

� Industry PR at its very bes, which was and still is used to help sell the uses of Peaceful Nuclear to the masses.

"Atoms for Peace" was the title of a speech delivered by U.S. President Dwight D. Eisenhower to the UN General Assembly in New 
York City on December 8, 1953.

Eisenhower

Stephen Dingbaum 
Assistant Inspector General for Audits 

  An Office of the Inspector General audit that looked at the NRC’s policy and procedures on document 
management related to the high level waste repository at Yucca Mountain is now available. The audit set out to determine if agency policy 
and procedures on document management are compliant with federal requirements and provide reasonable assurance that documentation 
related to the review of the Yucca Mountain facility has been appropriately managed and retained. In 2008, DOE submitted a license 
application to the NRC to build the repository at Yucca Mountain, in Nevada. DOE later filed a motion to withdraw the application in March 
2010. NRC staff was subsequently directed to prepare the orderly closeout of their technical review. The OIG audit report indicates that all 
records were retained; however, NRC was out of compliance with the agency’s records management policy during the period that the 
licensing process was suspended. OIG notes the NRC has recently become compliant with its records management policy; therefore, OIG 
makes no recommendations. The NRC’s OIG is an independent, objective office tasked with auditing NRC programs and operations with a 
focus on — among other things — detecting fraud, waste, abuse and mismanagement.   

Comments 

comment #432097 posted on 2014-07-28 16:56:53 by richard123456columbia in response to comment #431900 
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comment #428483 posted on 2014-07-23 17:41:12 by Charles J Wilhelm 

comment #428615 posted on 2014-07-23 21:18:57 by CaptD 

comment #428604 posted on 2014-07-23 21:10:14 by richard123456columbia in response to comment #428391 

comment #428391 posted on 2014-07-23 15:43:54 by dick0645 

comment #428413 posted on 2014-07-23 16:15:16 by dick0645 

comment #444346 posted on 2014-08-12 17:38:36 by Dan Graser in response to comment #444312 

comment #444312 posted on 2014-08-12 16:52:50 by Moderator in response to comment #443285 

comment #431469 posted on 2014-07-27 19:08:18 by usurbrain 

So is this going to over ride any discussion made before by all or any others.

I would like to have comments on what specifically was not in compliance.

This article is not very clear and should be rewritten using the above comments as a guide to what is needed!

I have the same thoughts, before reading your statement I was confused as hell as to what is been conveyed here. It seems like double 
talk to me, was a bad decision but now good for some reason. U.S.NRC please elaborate on this, may be you are assuming all have a 
good memory of past events. Thanks

This statement to me is confusing, "The OIG audit report indicates that all records were retained; however, NRC was out of 
compliance with the agency’s records management policy during the period that the licensing process was suspended. OIG notes the 
NRC has recently become compliant with its records management policy; therefore, OIG makes no recommendations." So the NRC 
was out of compliance yet all records were maintained and the NRC is now in compliance. What is this-no harm no foul? What 
specifically was "temporarily" wrong with the agency's record management policy

This very limited audit scope does not seem worthy of the OIG?! They looked only at records management. The OIG should be 
looking at much bigger picture issues concerning high level waste disposal. Is the limited scope because the audit is being conducted 
by the NRC OIG? According to this, DOE first submitted and then withdrew a license application for the site. Does the NRC then feel 
it has no obligation to find a suitable central location to store reactor high level waste either temporarily or permanently? As you 
know this dangerous high level waste has been piling up at approx.100 sites all over the US. This makes these sites an even more 
tempting terrorist target. The NRC should therefore be taking the lead in resolving this national security issue. A suitable audit should 
be conducted to find out who is doing the foot-dragging on this important issue. Personally I think that both the NRC and the DOE 
are being hamstrung by a President and an administration that does not put the safety of this country and its citizens first.

Three million documents were publicly available and widely accessible via the agency operated LSN for 11 years. Those three 
million documents were then turned over to NRC and became maintained and secured by SECY - - but not publicly accessible for the 
extended period of time it took to resolve paying to enter them to the ADAMS system. The agency then paid to convert and load the 
three million documents, and once converted to ADAMS format they were made non-publicly available and non-accessible until such 
time as a small portion of them used as references in the SER will again be made publicly available. I think I understand. As I 
understand it, then, any documents NOT referenced, but which may be useful to validate or challenge the SER, will still be non-
accessible to the public and to the parties to the licensing. And the NRC is going to encourage external party training in the publicly 
accessible ADAMS while withholding access to the non-used background documentation.

The records in SECY were not entered into ADAMS (please see bottom of page 5 to page 6), and did not have a NARA-approved 
disposition schedule (please see Matters for Consideration 3 on page 9). However, NRC was required to maintain and secure the 
records in SECY, per Management Directive 3.53 (MD 3.53), which indicates that documentary materials received by an agency of 
the U.S. Government in their normal course of duties are considered agency records. MD 3.53 requires that agency records be 
maintained and properly secured. For the specifics of MD 3.53, please see page 4 of the audit report under “Records Management 
Requirements.” Since NRC received the LSN records as a result of an Atomic Safety Licensing Board Panel Order, the records were 
received as a result of the agency’s normal duties. Please see Footnote 9 on the bottom page 5 of the audit report. OIG raised a Matter 
for Consideration (#2) regarding the training availability for internal and external stakeholders of the ADAMS LSN collection library. 
After the Safety Evaluation Report (SER) is finalized and available to the public, the sources cited in the SER will be removed from 
non-public status, to public status. Please see Footnote 13 on the bottom of pages 7 and 8 of the audit report. Stephen Dingbaum

Is this article trying to say that the NRC's record retention policy is on par with the IRS? Or is this another case of the industry has to 
do what the government (NRC) says but they (the NRC) can do what ever they like because it meets "federal requirements"? Is the 
industry supposed to keep records the NRC doesn't? Sure seems like it and explains why I was asked to "Please provide 
documentation of that NRC letter."
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Waste Confidence Final Rule Now Before the Commission  

posted on Thu, 24 Jul 2014 20:06:27 +0000 

comment #443285 posted on 2014-08-11 15:30:26 by Dan Graser 

comment #431900 posted on 2014-07-28 10:51:38 by Moderator 

comment #443425 posted on 2014-08-11 18:40:23 by richard123456columbia 

The records received from all the parties to the proceeding were delivered to the HLW docket maintained by the Office of the 
Secretary. They were delivered on hard drives or other hard storage media and custody was maintained by SECY. If the record 
material was not thereafter entered into the Official Agency Record system (ADAMS), however, the documents were not under 
control of the defined and NARA-approved system of records. Perhaps one issue not adequately addressed by the OIG report was 
exactly why they were recommending document access training to the HLW parties because the report clearly indicates the 
documents will be placed in the non-publicly accessible portion of the system that is available only to NRC staff.

OIG started this audit in July 2013, before the August 2013 United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit Writ 
of Mandamus, and subsequent Commission Order in November 2013. OIG was determining whether the records would be available 
and properly maintained, if and when the licensing process was continued. The records were not maintained according to the agency’s 
own policy during the period of time that the licensing process was suspended; however, all records were available. For specifics 
regarding the compliance issues that OIG found, please see page 5 of the audit report under, “Records Management and Maintenance 
Weaknesses During the License Suspension Period.” The records were loaded into the NRC’s official record-keeping system when 
the technical safety review was required to be completed. Consequently, the agency came into compliance with its own records 
management policy. As of report publication, all Yucca Mountain documentation was available to complete the technical safety 
review and all documentation is now maintained in NRC’s official record-keeping system. Stephen Dingbaum

With this and other approvals and documents, who is responsible of any and all future damages caused by the waste materials, 
including third party damages?

Andy Imboden 
Communications Branch Chief 
Waste Confidence Directorate 
  After thousands of public comments, dozens of meetings and hundreds of written pages, the NRC Commissioners are now deliberating the 
draft final rule and draft generic environmental impact statement on the continued storage of spent nuclear fuel – what used to be called 
“waste confidence.” Under NRC procedures, and in support of our agency’s transparency and openness goals, we are making three 
documents including the draft final rule and environmental impact statement available – you can find them on the NRC’s waste confidence 
webpage: 

� A staff paper, SECY-14-0072: Final Rule: Continued Storage of Spent Nuclear Fuel;  
� A draft Federal Register notice on the final rule; and  
� A draft NUREG-2157: Generic Environmental Impact Statement for Continued Storage of Spent Nuclear Fuel – Final Report (GEIS).  

To be clear, the draft final rule and draft GEIS are not yet final and are not for public comment. NUREG-2157 includes a lengthy Appendix 
D that summarizes and responds to more than 33,000 written comments we received when the draft GEIS and proposed rule were published 
for comment last year. They are “draft final” documents because they need Commission approval before they become final agency action. 
The Commission may approve, modify, or disapprove them. Some important points to remember: The final Continued Storage rule represents 
a generic finding on the environmental impacts of continued storage of spent nuclear fuel beyond the licensed operating life of a reactor. It 
does not license or approve any storage facility or any nuclear power reactors. The facilities are licensed – or licenses are renewed – based on 
site-specific application reviews. The rule is to be used as a part of the overall environmental review for new reactor license applications, 
current reactor renewal applications, and spent fuel storage facility license reviews in these site-specific proceedings. The GEIS serves as the 
regulatory basis for the rule, and does not replace the staff’s comprehensive environmental review in individual licensing proceedings. The 
name change from “waste confidence” to “continued storage” is just one way the new rule differs from previous versions, including the 2010 
version that was struck down by the D.C. Circuit U.S. Appeals Court. (That ruling two years ago prompted the current rulemaking effort.) 
The name change and other changes are in part due to public comment, and are further explained in the staff paper and the Federal Register 
notice. The latter also includes an extensive question-and-answer section about the staff’s review and conclusions. 

Comments 

comment #439089 posted on 2014-08-06 14:40:23 by Moderator in response to comment #438987 

comment #433358 posted on 2014-07-30 09:42:14 by CaptD in response to comment #432959 

We're checking on a hard copy for you. In the meantime, this is the link to the online version: 
http://pbadupws.nrc.gov/docs/ML1418/ML14188B749.pdf Moderator
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comment #431157 posted on 2014-07-27 06:02:10 by Andrew Johnson 

comment #439769 posted on 2014-08-07 08:27:27 by Moderator in response to comment #439089 

comment #438987 posted on 2014-08-06 11:49:20 by R Johnson 

comment #430338 posted on 2014-07-26 00:41:54 by Christina MacPherson in response to comment #429364 

comment #430471 posted on 2014-07-26 05:24:41 by Rod Adams (@Atomicrod) 

comment #434184 posted on 2014-07-31 12:12:56 by CaptD 

comment #432959 posted on 2014-07-29 20:35:45 by Ace Hoffman (@AceHoffman) 

comment #432936 posted on 2014-07-29 19:58:11 by CaptD in response to comment #430338 

comment #432935 posted on 2014-07-29 19:56:24 by CaptD in response to comment #430471 

Ace - Great Comments, hope many take the time to learn from it.

It good to see it's happening after so long.

The Waste Confidence staff is aware of your request and will send a bound version of the final report as soon as it has completed the 
publication process. Moderator

Please mail me a hard copy of the new GEIS report: Thank you, Roger Johnson, PhD Professor Emeritus San Clemente, CA 
Moderator Note: Personal information removed

Perhaps they will come up with pretty much the same thing, but with this changed name to make it seem more sensible - less of a 
religious fervour of belief about the Coming Of A Safe Way To Deal With Radioactive Trash

I wonder how all of this effort involving "thousands of public comments, dozens of meetings and hundreds of written pages" will 
improve long term safety? No one has ever been harmed by exposure to the used nuclear fuel from a commercial reactor. None of the 
material has entered the biosphere. We have always had a pretty good idea about the protections required to keep the material safely 
encapsulated and shielded. Nuclear reactors can be operated safely and efficiently with almost no impact on the environment. Their 
waste production is minimal and would be even less if we recycled the used fuel. It's time to stop allowing "the waste issue" to be 
used as a means of constipating nuclear energy growth. We need the clean power; especially as we continue to improve our 
understanding of the negative effects of burning hydrocarbons. Nuclear energy is the only real competition for coal, oil and natural 
gas and should be allowed to flourish despite the efforts of people who don't like the loss of market share that it represents for their 
favored power sources.

Here is a less than 3 min. video that does a great job describing the dry cask storage issues, it points out why the NRC needs to step 
up its regulation of � storage. Donna Gilmore talking about dry cask storage for San Onofre Nuclear (Waste) Generating Station 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xLr0WR5oSjU&feature=em-share_video_user

33,000 comments and Rod Adams thinks not one of them will lead to an improvement. I guess being sold on a bad idea, it's hard to 
see the light. Among the 33,000, of who despise the whole mess, Rod thinks they are all in favor of being CONned instead -- Coal, 
Oil, and Natural Gas. Actually, the desired switch is to use the OBVIOUS power source here for the taking: Solar power in all its 
forms. People on this forum wouldn't know about that, any more than buggy-whip manufacturers could acknowledge their world was 
collapsing way back when Henry Ford was stealing the show. The spent fuel is extremely hazardous for extremely long times, reusing 
it is absurd since all the plants should be closed in the first place, and the more waste there is that needs "continued storage," the more 
likely there is to be an accident somewhere amongst the 10,000+ dry casks that are right now inevitable without some better solution. 
Simple math there. That's a lot of targets for Mother Nature (or others) to attack. So it's time to stop making more of this "continued 
storage" stuff, another confusing and irrelevant name for the main product of nuclear fission: fission products (such as strontium, 
cesium, iodine, etc) and activation products (such as plutonium). Heat, and eventually electricity (after many interim transformations 
to hot liquid, steam, spinning machinery, etc.), are but fleeting byproducts of the manufacturing process of creating fission products 
and activation products. The world is ready to do better. Economically, renewables simply blow away (pun intended) nuclear reactors 
-- yes, in part because reactors have to have so many regulatory hurdles to ensure any modicum of safety. It is NRC's duty for bring 
about an orderly closure of all nuclear power plants, as quickly as possible. One meltdown in America will probably do the trick and 
is inevitable, somewhere, without closure. But that is one too many. Fukushima was American technology, boiling water reactors 
operated just like our BWRs are. No more excuses like: "it can only happen in Russia because they're stupid (or because they're 
communists, or because their's are graphite reactors, or because they ran an unauthorized experiment...)." There are too many cards 
stacked against the nuclear industry for it to remain meltdown-free in America (or France, or several other places) for long. And dry 
casks are vulnerable to airplane strikes and many other hazards. Let's stop playing this game before we get burned. Again.

Good comment and I'm very happy to see you posting here.
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“Negative Ion” Technology—What You Should Know 

posted on Mon, 28 Jul 2014 14:48:01 +0000 

comment #450273 posted on 2014-08-19 08:40:16 by Oona Houlihan 

comment #429364 posted on 2014-07-24 17:16:29 by CaptD 

Rod - You better start to catch up on your reading about all the hundreds of Billions of dollars now being spent dealing with nuclear 
waste and the damages being caused by it... This is nothing less than � Make Work Project, by the very same nuclear Industry that 
got paid to do the work in the first place, who told US they were experts in nuclear safety! As it turns out the nuclear industry is also 
expert in making money by creating problems that only they are qualified to deal with at the taxpayers expense of course. Here is a 
recent article as an example: After $40 Billion, America’s Biggest Nuclear Dump Is Still Leaking Posted by Charleston Voice 
http://chasvoice.blogspot.com/2014/07/after-40-billion-americas-biggest.html Decommissioning NPP's, radioactive waste/leakage 
cleanup and radioactive storage will be THE ways that the nuclear Industry makes money in the future, so we better get it right now 
or it will even be more expensive and that is if nothing goes BAD...

Well, this document about storage of already spent fuel is in my opinion not the ideal moment to expound the virtues of solar energy, 
whether it works or not (at least with photovoltaically produced electricity we either solve the storage problem or else we eventually 
destabilize the grid). That is neither here nor there. Spent fuel (and nuclear waste in general) will be with us for the next tens if not 
hundreds of thousands of years and coming around from haughty verbiage like "waste confidence" seems a good start if it is not 
window-dressing alone. The "more than 33,000 written comments" strike me as an interesting piece of information. Ever since the 
heydays of anti-nuclear protests in the nineteen-seventies and -eighties I observed less and less wide-spread interest in nuclear energy. 
At least in Europe, many people seemed to think the problem was over when new reactor applications stalled. But that takes not one 
jot away from the waste or spent fuel those that are still running produce on a daily basis or the fuel that will survive any 
decommissioned reactor until no one remembers its originator. Now I don't know the quality of each comment but at least it seems 
commendable they were individually dealt with. Again, this was not the case thirty or more years ago. The way to go then was to 
simply ignore them, delegate the drafts to some academic committee and then publish it from "on high". This new way may go a long 
way to ensure humanity does not "forget" the problem, like most archaeology, in a few hundred years only t then be "surprised" at 
"digging it up" accidentally.

Given so many Experts have submitted public comments, especially about MOX/high burn up fuel, it will be very interesting to see 
what the NRC finally comes up with that is different from what was in place before this review effort.

Vince Holahan, Ph.D. 
Senior Level Advisor for Health Physics 
  You may have heard about colorful silicone wristbands and athletic tape infused with minerals that are supposed to release “negative ions.” 
You might even be wearing one. They are touted as improving balance and strength, enhancing flexibility and motion, and improving mental 
focus and alertness. They've been sold on the Internet or in retail stores across the U.S. The minerals these products contain can vary from 
volcanic ash and titanium to less familiar ones such as tourmaline, zeolite, germanium and monazite sand. They may also contain naturally 
occurring radioactive elements, including uranium and thorium. In trace amounts, these materials do not warrant much attention. But the 
radioactive emissions—that is to say gamma rays—from several of these products were detected on entry to the country by U.S. Customs and 

Border Protection officials using radiation monitoring equipment.  While they may be 
radioactive, these products are not expected to create any health impacts. The amount of radiation given off by these products is well below 
the level that would cause any health concern or illness, even if worn over several years. But NRC licensing requirements for uranium and 
thorium depend on the amount of radioactive material present. We commissioned the Oak Ridge National Laboratory to do an analysis that 
found enough radioactive thorium in several ion technology products that they require an NRC license for manufacture, distribution and 
possession in the U.S. NRC staff experts on radiation worked with federal agencies and state regulators to determine the most appropriate 
path forward. Products containing negative ion technology -- that is to say containing licensable amounts of radioactive material -- should not 
be sold at the present time because they have not been licensed, as required, by the NRC. Anyone wishing to dispose of a negative ion 
product may simply put it in their trash. This is OK because, although the amount of radioactive material requires licenses for manufacture 
and sale, it does not require any special handling or disposal. We cannot say whether these products work as advertised. If you have them or 
know someone who does, our best advice is to throw them away. Anyone with health concerns should talk to their doctor. In the meantime, 
we'll continue to do all we can to make sure they are being regulated properly. 

Comments 

comment #432044 posted on 2014-07-28 15:29:18 by gmax137 

"Products containing negative ion technology — that is to say containing licensable amounts of radioactive material — should not be 
sold at the present time because they have not been licensed, as required, by the NRC... although the amount of radioactive material 
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Like a Good Boy Scout, We’re Always Prepared 

posted on Thu, 31 Jul 2014 14:51:22 +0000 

comment #434034 posted on 2014-07-31 07:59:42 by Ashish in response to comment #432545 

comment #432545 posted on 2014-07-29 08:13:35 by Quiet Think 

comment #432010 posted on 2014-07-28 13:54:45 by Joey Racano 

requires licenses for manufacture and sale, it does not require any special handling or disposal." Isnt this an opportunity to simplify 
the regulations? Why does material that "does not require any special handling or disposal" yet require any regulation? Why cant 
NRC simply say that this stuff is harmless and therefore we don't care about it?

I think the basis was clearly explained that this kind of bands contain materials like volcanic ash, Zeolite, germanium and monazite 
sand. Prevention is always better then cure my friend.

To state "our best advice is the throw them away" is quite inappropriate given that their is no health danger. It sends the wrong 
message and it has no basis, or at least that basis is not explained. The consumer can only be left with the impression that there is a 
radiological risk, and for any practical measure, there is zero radiological risk. Maybe, due to the questionable origins of these 
products, there are other materials in the product that actually do present some health risk.

Imagine anyone wasting words on this when nuke plants are generating 500 lbs of nuke waste each, each day- and new nuke plants 
are being built! Joey Racano: 'Weapon of mass discussion' wwwOceanOutfallGroupcom

Diane Screnci 
Senior Public Affairs Officer 
Region I 
  
Because emergency preparedness is so important to the agency's mission, the NRC has requirements to ensure nuclear power plant operators -
- and the NRC staff -- are prepared to respond to events. And our rules require plants to have up-to-date emergency plans. The NRC shares 
federal oversight of nuclear power plant emergency preparedness with FEMA. States have the overall authority for making protective action 
decisions for residents in the area, such as sheltering and evacuation, if there is an event at a plant. Local emergency responders also have an 
important role in protecting the public. [caption id="attachment_5599" align="alignright" width="360"]

Region I incident response personnel participate in an exercise.[/caption] Plants must 
practice their emergency plans periodically to make sure plant staff is prepared to deal with a radiological emergency. Every other year, both 
the NRC and FEMA evaluate emergency response exercises at each operating plant, with both the state and local emergency responders 
participating. NRC inspectors monitor the on-site response. They watch over the shoulders of operators and emergency responders to assure 
they're correctly evaluating conditions, taking appropriate steps to deal with the reactor conditions and communicating well with off-site 
agencies, including the NRC. FEMA evaluates the efforts of state and local governments, and emergency responders. The NRC staff must 
also be prepared to respond to an emergency. So several times a year, we participate in exercises, too. For example, the NRC’s region I 
recently participated in an emergency exercise for which we sent a site team to participate alongside plant emergency responders, and state 
and local emergency response agencies. We had staff in the various emergency facilities, including the simulator, the plant’s emergency 
operations facility, the joint news center and the state operations center. We also staffed our own incident response center in the Regional 
Office. Participating in exercises gives us a chance to practice how we'd respond in an actual event. That means the NRC staff monitors and 
independently assesses reactor conditions, performs dose calculations, and reviews protective action recommendations. We also “issue” press 
releases, participate in mock news conferences, and interact with federal and state officials, and local emergency management agencies. 
Afterwards, we take a look at what worked, and what didn’t go so well, and make changes to our procedures so that we're continually 
improving. We also learn from real events, like Hurricane Sandy, and put those lessons into place, so that the next time, we're even better 
prepared. 

Comments 

comment #437240 posted on 2014-08-04 12:25:37 by richard123456columbia in response to comment #437228 
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comment #437243 posted on 2014-08-04 12:31:12 by dick0645 

comment #437238 posted on 2014-08-04 12:22:32 by dick0645 in response to comment #437231 

comment #437231 posted on 2014-08-04 12:06:58 by Moderator in response to comment #434334 

comment #437228 posted on 2014-08-04 12:05:18 by Moderator in response to comment #437200 

comment #437200 posted on 2014-08-04 11:35:03 by richard123456columbia 

comment #437160 posted on 2014-08-04 10:56:11 by dick0645 in response to comment #437089 

comment #437089 posted on 2014-08-04 08:42:34 by Moderator in response to comment #434334 

comment #434460 posted on 2014-07-31 19:53:07 by richard123456columbia in response to comment #434331 

comment #434456 posted on 2014-07-31 19:47:23 by richard123456columbia in response to comment #434334 

comment #434197 posted on 2014-07-31 12:30:59 by dick0645 

Why wouldn't that cost be transferred to the nuclear power plants that require this to operate its plant. Another hidden subsidy like 
who pays for the NRC, IAEA, many studies and others. You did not answer this "if they (FEMA) fail in their duty is NRC still 
responsible?

Hypothetically speaking though I would think emergency planning would be a major factor if a new plant were proposed for a 
location so close to NYC. I think a decision to extend the licenses of both Indian Point plants should be considered just like a new 
plant license. It would be a conservative and proper thing to do with the lives of millions of people at stake.

Dear Ms. Screnci, I really appreciate your prompt responses to mine and other folks concerns. I also like the fact that the NRC is 
using the social media for public information and feedback.

Many factors go into a review of a new nuclear plant application. We can't answer a hypothetical question, such as you pose. But for 
information on how new nuclear plants are licensed, please go here: http://www.nrc.gov/reactors/new-reactors.html Diane Screnci

FEMA is a federal government agency and its funding comes from the U.S. Treasury. Moderator

Moderator, who is paying FEMA to provide this service and if they fail in their duty is NRC still responsible, I would assume so.

I am glad FEMA and the NRC are satisfied with emergency preparedness at these plants that are in the backyard of New York City. 
There are many folks who are not including the Governor of NY. Would you directly answer one question fot me? Would you license 
a brand new nuke plant, even with all the latest technology, so close to a major metropolitan center?

FEMA is responsible for reviewing and assessing off-site emergency planning and response for U.S. nuclear power plants. It also 
assists state and local governments with emergency readiness activities. The NRC reviews and assesses on-site emergency planning 
and response. Based on its reviews and assessments, FEMA notifies the NRC on an ongoing basis whether it has “reasonable 
assurance” that the emergency plans for each plant remain protective of public health and safety. The latest such evaluations by 
FEMA has reaffirmed its determinations that the Indian Point plans meet the applicable standards. In terms of the population around 
these plants, the owners are required by the NRC to evaluate changes on a regular basis and update the evacuation time estimates for 
their facilities. These reviews make use of the most recent U.S. Census data. In August 2011, the NRC Commission approved 
changes to emergency planning regulations that require nuclear power plants to update their evacuation time estimates after every 
U.S. Census or when changes in population would increase the estimate by either 25 percent or 30 minutes, whichever is less: 
http://pbadupws.nrc.gov/docs/ML1124/ML11242A224.pdf . Diane Screnci

CaptD, one is even enough a EMP from man made or nature can take out 100's at a time, Carrington event 1853 not very long ago.

Moderator, the number of people living close to the plant was not a concern? It should have been closed, I also can not believe that 
tests of aging plants can find major faults and take into account that old parts can not be fitted with new replacement equipment and 
work properly under all conditions that the original did. When a car runs for 10 years any part can fail, rebuilds can reduce repairs but 
you may be thumbing a ride on the freeway.

When was the last emergency exercise conducted in Region I with the Indian Point Nuclear Units located in the backyard of New 
York City? How did that go? Over 300,000 people live within the 10-mile radius Plume Exposure Pathway around these units. Of 
course millions more live just beyond that zone. I am sure the NRC is aware that folks die just from having to be evacuated (let alone 
any danger from radioactivity released in an accident). In Japan more people have now died from just being relocated (as a result of 
the accident there), than have died from the accident itself! How could the NRC even seriously consider extending the life of the 
Indian Point units?! Today the NRC would not even consider allowing a new nuclear plant to be built so close to a large metropolitan 
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Come visit us on Facebook! 

comment #434381 posted on 2014-07-31 17:17:51 by Kilimanjaro 

comment #434235 posted on 2014-07-31 13:22:26 by joy cash 

comment #434141 posted on 2014-07-31 10:56:42 by stock 

comment #434172 posted on 2014-07-31 11:42:14 by joy cash 

comment #434339 posted on 2014-07-31 16:10:50 by CaptD 

comment #434331 posted on 2014-07-31 15:32:37 by CaptD 

comment #434334 posted on 2014-07-31 15:48:27 by Moderator in response to comment #434197 

comment #435309 posted on 2014-08-01 20:34:50 by CaptD in response to comment #434460 

area, even if the plant had the latest technology installed.

i somehow dont trust government agencies that much after the wikileaks and snowden issues came to light

Too bad Hanford doen't come under NRC's realm of safety preparedness.

Rather than "being prepared" I would much rather live next to a solar PV farm which has zero evacuation zone and does not require a 
Yucca mountain, nor the poorly packed dirty bombs of WIPP

Truth is simply none can be fully prepared for a nuclear emergency. When will we learn the lessons of Hiroshima, Chernobyl & 
Fukushima?? No nuclear energy or spent fuel is truly ever safe.

Who at the NRC questions our Nuclear Experts beliefs when it come to risk taking? At some point, perhaps gross denial is best left 
for mental professionals with other types of training. Case in Point, Japan is now suffering with a Trillion Dollar Nuclear Eco-
Disaster, yet most nuclear experts and elected Officials consider that it, in effect, is "no big deal": Polluted Ocean, N� Problem, it 
will get better after a while.... Polluted Fields, N� Problem, they can remove the upper layer Polluted Air, N� Problem, they can 
wear paper masks for a while Polluted Food, N� Problem, they can mix the good to dilute the bad Polluted Homes, N� Problem, 
they can power wash them clean Polluted Schools. N� Problem, they can clean them Polluted Cities, N� Problem, they can return 
soon... The Fukushima disaster is an example of a case where something like a meltdown with a once per 100,000 years probably not 
only occurred, but occurred 3 times in less than a week! Since many elected Leaders & Nuclear Professionals were "surprised" by 
Fukushima, perhaps you would consider a followup Blog article, asking this question: Are our Nuclear Power Plants really safe from 
whatever Nature can throw at them, because if they are not then the NRC needs to begin both internal and external studies ASAP to 
reevaluate Nuclear Safety in the USA before something occurs that we thought never would happen.

The NRC like Good Scouts should also always tell the truth! Here are the actual US NRC emails made after 3/11/11, they give a great 
insight into just how "bad" things were at the time, note that sometimes they started speaking in Spanish and or "code" to remind each 
other that they should watch what they say, knowing that these emails might be made public... 
http://pbadupws.nrc.gov/docs/ML1117/ML11175A278.pdf IMO The NRC was more concerned about PR "damage control" than 
anything else! There was a later directive for experts working in other US National Labs to not get involved unless they had 
permission (Hint: Don't say or volunteer)... These released NRC emails that occurred after Fukushima, can give a glimpse into what 
we can expect to happen if a beyond basis event occurs where a nuclear operator cannot keep its power plant and/or reactors under 
control so that it goes BAD (like Fukushima). Fact: Nature can destroy any land based nuclear reactor, any place anytime 24/7 yet we 
are continually told by the NRC that everything is perfectly safe while the nuclear industry says that they need less not more 
oversight! This kind of "we experts are wonderful and have everything completely under control" is exactly what the Japanese 
Nuclear Experts were chanting until 03/11/11 occurred which left them with not one but three meltdowns which are still polluting the 
Pacific Ocean and will continue to do so, for the foreseeable future because what is now happening in Fukushima is beyond mans 
control. The NRC would be well devised to post a listing of all the things that can make reactors go BAD, and then we can start 
crossing those things off as we put safeguards in place to prevent them. That is what we need the NRC to do, instead of posturing and 
comparing itself to Boy Scouts.

The last NRC-evaluated emergency exercise for the Indian Point nuclear power plant took place on Oct. 2, 2012. The NRC did not 
identify any concerns during the exercise. The next exercise is scheduled for this coming October. Diane Screnci

richard123456columbia - Yes, there are many things that can make nuclear go BAD and we humans should spend some money 
making them even safer, despite what the nuclear industry says, because we, not them will have to pay for any problems, hopefully 
not with out lives...
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posted on Mon, 04 Aug 2014 14:15:18 +0000 

NRC’s Materials and Waste Management Programs Coming Back Under One Roof 

posted on Thu, 07 Aug 2014 13:09:47 +0000 

Stephanie West 
Social Media Public Affairs Specialist 
  

We are always looking for fresh ways of sharing information about our activities 
with the public. And the rise of social media has provided us an array of tools to expand our interactions, and reach new and ever-growing 
audiences. But as a government agency, we take a deliberative approach to doing something new. We launched this blog more than three 
years ago, started tweeting later in 2011, and in 2012, debuted our YouTube channel and moved our extensive photo collection to Flickr. 
Today we’re expanding our social media presence by launching the official NRC page on Facebook. We hope you will check it out, like us 
and visit often—we have lots of interesting things planned. We’d also like to hear from you. Comment on our posts, and send your ideas and 
questions to us at OPA.RESOURCE@nrc.gov. At least once a month we’ll host an open forum and we welcome your input. As we said when 
we launched our blog, social media is not the place for formal communications with us. Visit our website, www.nrc.gov, for further 
information on interacting with the NRC in an official way. If you have a safety concern, you can contact us here. We are excited about using 
this new tool and hope to hear from you on Facebook! 

Comments 

comment #437265 posted on 2014-08-04 13:13:08 by CaptD 

comment #437300 posted on 2014-08-04 14:21:54 by Moderator in response to comment #437265 

comment #437244 posted on 2014-08-04 12:35:13 by �gor 

comment #437227 posted on 2014-08-04 12:03:22 by Moderator in response to comment #437199 

comment #437199 posted on 2014-08-04 11:34:35 by jeanstaton 

comment #437337 posted on 2014-08-04 15:21:00 by pecondon 

comment #437355 posted on 2014-08-04 15:58:36 by Moderator in response to comment #437337 

I can't wait until the NRC Staff start posting YouTube videos. It would be great to see Staff speaking directly to the public instead of 
just having to read a volume of non-specific material. These video's would be very useful to both other NRC personnel and the public 
at large, since they would increase the public scientific awareness via education. Here is my first subject request: Fluid Elastic 
Instability (FEI) and why it destroyed the 4 new San Onofre Nuclear Power Plant Replacement Steam Generators, causing it's early 
decommissioning.

The NRC has had its YouTube Channel since 2011 and have more than 100 videos posted there. Thanks for the suggestion for a 
future topic. Stephanie West

Thank you, we will follow your page on facebook.

We're sorry to hear that. You can, perhaps, follow us on your personal time or just visit our blog, which is accessible off the NRC's 
web page, www.nrc.gov Stephanie West

Our company will not allow us to use Facebook, Twitter, etc. ________________________________________

I don't like Facebook. How can I read you wordpress blog without having to deal with Facebook?

You don't need Facebook to read the blog. You can just come straight to the blog either directly through Wordpress or from the NRC 
website. Moderator

Chris Miller 
Merge Coordinator and Director of Intergovernmental Liaison and Rulemaking
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  When Congress created the NRC in 1974, it established three specific offices within the agency. One of them was the Office of Nuclear 
Material Safety and Safeguards, or “NMSS” in NRC shorthand. This office was charged with regulating nuclear materials and the facilities 

associated with processing, transporting and handling them. This charge was, and is, broad. 
The NRC’s materials and waste management programs cover facilities that use radioisotopes to diagnose and treat illnesses; devices such as 
radiography cameras and nuclear gauges; and decommissioning and environmental remediation. It also includes nuclear waste disposal and 
all phases of the nuclear fuel cycle, from uranium recovery to enrichment to fuel manufacture to spent fuel storage and transportation. And 
there’s more. The program also does environmental reviews and oversees 37 Agreement States, which have assumed regulatory authority 
over nuclear materials, and maintains relationships with states, local governments, federal agencies and Native American Tribal 
organizations. As with all organizations, the NRC’s workload has ebbed and flowed in response to a multitude of factors. Over the years, 
NMSS went through several structural changes to address its workload changes. In 2006, NMSS was gearing up for an increase in licensing 
activity related to the processing, storage and disposal of spent nuclear fuel. At the same time, the Agreement State program was growing, 
requiring additional coordination with the states—a function then housed in a separate Office of State and Tribal Programs. To meet these 
changes and ensure effectiveness, the NRC restructured NMSS. Some of its programs were moved, including the state and tribal programs, 
into the new Office of Federal and State Materials and Environmental Management Programs (FSME). NMSS retained fuel cycle facilities, 
high-level waste disposal, spent fuel storage, and radioactive material transportation. FSME was responsible for regulating industrial, 
commercial, and medical uses of radioactive materials and uranium recovery activities. It also handled the decommissioning of previously 
operating nuclear facilities and power plants. The NRC’s materials and waste management workload has now shifted again. At the same time, 
the agency is exploring ways to reduce overhead costs and improve the ratio of staff to management. So, NRC staff launched a working 
group last fall to review the organizational structure of the NRC’s materials and waste management programs. With the focus shifting to 
long-term waste storage and disposal strategies, and an increasing number of nuclear plants moving to decommissioning, the group 
recommended merging FSME’s programs back into NMSS. NRC’s Commissioners approved that proposal last week, and the merger of the 
two offices will be effective October 5. We think this new structure will better enable us to meet future challenges. It will improve internal 
coordination, balance our workload and provide greater flexibility to respond to a dynamic environment. Current work, functions and 
responsibilities at the staff level will be largely unchanged. The management structure will realign into fewer divisions, with fewer managers. 
In their direction to the staff, the Commissioners asked for careful monitoring of the changes and a full review after one year. We fully expect 
these changes to improve our communications both inside and outside of the agency, and provide for greater efficiency and flexibility going 
forward. 

Comments 

comment #440634 posted on 2014-08-08 08:29:36 by Moderator in response to comment #440596 

comment #439844 posted on 2014-08-07 10:39:22 by CaptD 

comment #445822 posted on 2014-08-14 11:09:47 by Oona Houlihan 

comment #439873 posted on 2014-08-07 11:27:38 by dick0645 

As the note at the bottom of the graphic says: Reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel, including MOX, is not practiced in the U.S. 
Moderator

Long Term Fuel Storage will be a key issue "forever" since most � waste has very long half lives and therefore will need to be 
monitored "forever", so we might as well figure out not only how to do it safely but as cost efficiently as possible!

My biggest concern still is that no proven "million-year" safe final storage seems to have come forward worldwide. Yet 
decommissioning of plants, aging "reprocessing" plants, the final burial of the idea of "closing" the fuel cycle via the above-
mentioned and -critisised fuel reprocessing (or transmutation, another science fiction story) call every more urgently for a final burial 
sites or sites for all high and medium active radioactive wastes that allow for several hundred thousand years of burial. Apart from the 
pyramids no such structures seem to have survived even fractions of that time horizon yet no one really wants to own up to this being 
no closed loop but a "bottomless pit".

With this reorganization will the public actually see results?! The NRC has fumbled the ball repeatedly on a permanent storage 
facility for spent nuclear fuel. This has been going on for decades! In the meantime this highly radioactive fuel has been piling up at a 
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Natural Hazards Are Part of the Planning 

posted on Tue, 12 Aug 2014 13:43:53 +0000 

comment #443004 posted on 2014-08-11 08:28:35 by Dumet School 

comment #440696 posted on 2014-08-08 10:23:02 by Tom Clements in response to comment #440634 

comment #440596 posted on 2014-08-08 07:14:16 by Tom Clements 

hundred places all over the US. This makes every one of these sites an even more tempting terrorist target. This is just plain shameful 
and dangerous! This reorganization is bound to make things better, they cannot be any worse!

Thank you so much for useful information. Really appreciate it.

If the NRC can't make an international case for reuse of "reprocessed uranium" as a by-product of reprocessing, I don't think that 
reprocessing boosters pushing for the totally unneeded finalization of by the NRC of rules concerning reprocessing plants will be too 
happy. Mentioning that reprocessing of MOX, which is not even used in the US, does not occur in the US, leaves out the most 
important part of that story - that spent MOX in France is not reprocessed and is simply stored. That might be called a once-through 
MOX cycle.

Is that diagram of the fuel cycle theory or fact? I see your diagram has a path whereby "reprocessed uranium" goes back to be used as 
fuel. Based on the experience of the countries that have or currently engage in reprocessing - the numbers continue to dwindle with 
withdrawal of all continental European countries except France and the end soon of reprocessing in the UK - is that really true 
(beyond small amounts in France)? It has never been true in the US, with "reprocessed uranium" from the failed reprocessing 
experiment at West Valley (1966-72) or from the DOE weapons facilities where reprocessing occurred (Hanford and Savannah River 
Site).

Scott Burnell 
Public Affairs Officer 
  Up to now the 2014 Atlantic hurricane season has been pretty calm, but the NRC always keeps an eye out for the strong weather-related 
events and other natural events the world can generate. We make sure both U.S. nuclear power plants and the agency are prepared for high 
winds, storm surge and a whole lot more. Most recently, the seven reactors affected by 2012’s Superstorm Sandy remained safe. Other plants 
have safely withstood powerful storms, including Waterford 3 in Louisiana handling the effects of 2005’s Katrina and Turkey Point in 
Florida safely taking a direct hit from 1992's Andrew. [caption id="attachment_5626" align="alignright" width="630"]

 Sandy left a mess in New York, but the 
nuclear reactors in its wake remained safe. Photo courtesy of FEMA[/caption] Flooding can happen with or without storms, and U.S. plants 
are designed to and safely ride out significant events, such as when Fort Calhoun in Nebraska dealt with an overflowing Missouri River in 
2011. Also in that year, Vermont Yankee remained safe as the Connecticut River valley suffered severe short-term floods from Hurricane 
Irene’s remnants. Japan’s Fukushima Dai-ichi nuclear accident in March 2012 showed the world what flooding (in this case from a tsunami) 
can do to a reactor. The NRC’s learned several flooding-related lessons. from the accident. As a result of NRC direction, U.S. plants are using 
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the latest software and technical know-how to re-analyze all flooding sources. This will help the NRC determine if the plants need to consider 
higher flooding water levels when establishing plans to stay safe. This effort has also examined existing flood protection and all plants have 
taken steps to confirm they can implement reliable flood safety plans. In the meantime, several plants have also chosen to enhance their flood 
protection. An earthquake caused the tsunami that devastated Fukushima, and again U.S. plants are designed to stay safe in the face of quakes 
that affect their area. Virginia’s North Anna plant was hit by an August 2011 quake centered a short distance away. The earthquake was 
strong enough to be felt across the East Coast; it shook North Anna with a little more force than what the plant was originally designed to 
withstand. North Anna remained safe – multiple inspections showed the plant’s systems were undamaged. This was unsurprising, since plant 
systems are designed to withstand a combination of events that can exceed the forces generated by an earthquake alone. As with flooding, the 
NRC has learned from Fukushima’s quake and other recent earthquakes, and we’re having every U.S. plant reanalyze earthquake hazards to 
see where enhancements might be needed. All the plants east of the Rockies have taken the first step in that process, and the other plants will 
do the same next March. U.S. reactors are also designed for (and have safely survived) hazards such as tornadoes, droughts and other severe 
weather events. Even with all this preparation, Fukushima reminds us to prepare for the unexpected. The NRC’s approach here involves 
every U.S. reactor having additional portable systems to restore and maintain safety functions. All of this work helps ensure the public stays 
safe when natural disasters strike that may impact U.S. nuclear power plants. 

Comments 

comment #445041 posted on 2014-08-13 12:39:01 by dick0645 in response to comment #444997 

comment #444995 posted on 2014-08-13 11:53:00 by Moderator in response to comment #444851 

comment #444997 posted on 2014-08-13 11:55:25 by Moderator in response to comment #444414 

comment #458732 posted on 2014-08-28 07:53:21 by Sepp in response to comment #445060 

comment #444414 posted on 2014-08-12 19:30:18 by dick0645 

comment #445745 posted on 2014-08-14 08:41:14 by Dan Williamson in response to comment #445060 

comment #443987 posted on 2014-08-12 10:47:06 by Ace Hoffman (@AceHoffman) 

I guess then the NRC and these two nuclear power plants are pledged to keep this "damming" Corps info from the public?! The NRC 
and the two customer-owned public power districts (who own these plants) concur that their ratepayers and everyone along and in the 
vast Missouri River basin do not need to know this information. Why is this information being withheld? Can the public at least know 
the reason why? Could it be that this information would possibly aid and abet an enemy of this country? Let me assure you that the 
cat is already out of the bag on that one. For decades it has been known that dams can be used as a weapon of mass destruction. It is 
also known that in all this time nothing has been done to protect these dams even though they are a prime terrorist target. With the 
Corps info, the NRC and these nuclear plants know just how bad dam failures on the Missouri River could be. A cloak of secrecy will 
continue to hamper the development of any meaningful corrective actions to protect the public. And that is a damn shame!

The NRC Blog is an informal forum where the agency’s posts provide information on various topics. The NRC staff uses the 
comment section to answer clarifying questions where appropriate. Public commenters’ opinions are theirs to defend if, as has 
happened several times, another commenter offers a competing point of view.

As the NRC has noted repeatedly on the blog, the Army Corps of Engineers determines what information regarding its dams can be 
made publicly available. Both agencies have long been an active participant in the Interagency Committee on Dam Safety 
(http://public-blog.nrc-gateway.gov/2014/06/03/keeping-a-finger-on-the-pulse-of-dam-safety/ ). The committee’s other members 
include FEMA, the Bureau of Land Management and the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. The committee’s regular 
discussions include relevant updates on the potential effects of dam failures. As we have said elsewhere on the blog, the Corps’ 
emergency action plans for Missouri River dams are already incorporated into FEMA and state/local emergency planning.

I totally agree mr Boudart .

Six ancient dams are located upstream of two old nuclear power plants on the MIssouri River. If a dam fails it will cause a domino 
failure of other dams downstream. This would result in the worst man-made disaster in history. The loss of the downstream nuclear 
plants would be the least of our worries for the loss of life and property due to this tsunami and flooding would outstrip Chernobyl 
and Fukushima. These dams are old, a constant-maintenance headache, and are susceptible to earthquakes and sabotage. The Army 
Corps of Engineers, the NRC, and these two nuclear plants have detailed information on just how horrible the consequences would 
be. Despite repeated requests for this information to be provided to the public they all have refused. If this information were to be 
made public perhaps our government would be forced to take action to upgrade these dams; provide adequate security for them; and 
to work with FEMA, State, and local emergency preparedness folks to create adequate emergency plans. As it is this secrecy is 
jeopardizing public health and safety.

Looks like the commenters thoroughly decimated that one.

NRC has missed the real lesson of Fukushima (March, 2011) and San Onofre (January, 2012) -- let alone, Fort Calhoun 2011, Davis-
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comment #444077 posted on 2014-08-12 12:17:58 by CaptD in response to comment #443987 

comment #444080 posted on 2014-08-12 12:20:44 by CaptD 

comment #444133 posted on 2014-08-12 13:18:19 by James Miller in response to comment #444080 

comment #444851 posted on 2014-08-13 06:55:57 by Dan Williamson 

comment #445179 posted on 2014-08-13 16:15:41 by CaptD in response to comment #445060 

Besse 2002, TMI 1979, Fermi-1 1972, SL-1 1961, Santa Susana 1959, etc.. That lesson is that accidents WILL happen. To THESE 
reactors. The current designs of BWRs and PWRs are inadequate and cannot prevent normal, expected confluences of influences. 
Both reactor types have numerous Achilles heals in their design. It has taken NRC years to decide what actually happened at 
Fukushima. That delay in itself is a disgrace, and then the reactor companies are given years more to fix things. It could be ten years 
or more before the full list of improvements that are obviously needed is accomplished. This is partly because the Japanese have been 
very dishonest and not provided the public or, as far as anyone knows, you, with the truth. (If they have provided it to you, you have 
not released it to the public.) We know that bringing in offsite power from anywhere that can provide the 30 to 40 megawatts of 
power per reactor that is needed at all times, except for battery life, must be solved. Even when the entire area for miles around has 
been flooded and the roads cracked by earthquakes and rendered impassible, yet somehow... the impossible must be accomplished. 
We know that venting dangerous hydrogen gas that builds up when fuel cladding melts might prevent an explosion, but will mean 
more radionuclides will be released to the public sooner. What a nasty choice one has to make! But the explosions could have resulted 
in a drained spent fuel pool. So we know you have to vent that poisonous, explosive toxin that indicates a meltdown to the 
atmosphere right away. Those were huge explosions and we were lucky a spent fuel pool didn't crack and drain. We learned that the 
GE-MARK X reactor design, with the spent fuel pool 5 stories above the ground and above the reactor, is foolhardy. Yet nearly two 
dozen similar reactors remain in operation in America. Fukushima could have been a whole lot worse and still might be. And it's still 
going on. Regarding San Onofre, we learned how far nuclear utility companies will go to avoid scrutiny by both the NRC and the 
public. You were hoodwinked, but it seems it was a bit knowingly. You turned a blind eye when Southern California Edison turned in 
a new design for their steam generators that needed a good, professional engineering review, and got a cursory OKAY instead. 
Thankfully, only one steam generator tube leaked, but two adjacent tubes had 99% through-wall wear and nothing had been detected 
or even suspected until the leak happened. SCE's negligence nearly cost southern Californian's the better part of three of the most 
populous (and most contented) counties in America. But ultimately, SCE's negligence is your negligence, too, as their regulator. And 
on top of that, there is still no way for any PWR reactor operator to safely handle multi-tube breakaway conditions after a main steam 
line break with an isolation valve failure. With the tube breaks, such an event is well beyond any design basis accident. So our PWRs 
are vulnerable, our BWRs are vulnerable, and our regulators are lax and remain blissfully uninformed about past events. Perhaps the 
biggest lesson from Japan, besides that accidents will happen, is that post-accident cleanup is a whole lot bigger of a problem than 
anyone thought. And huge swaths of land will be lost, and tens of thousands of kids will have thyroid nodules even just three years 
after, let alone what will happen 30 years down the road (speaking as a cancer survivor myself, and my wife, and many of my 
friends). The NRC's duty is to the people, not the reactor companies. Not one reactor operating can claim to be fail-safe, but they've 
been claiming it all along. And not one reactor knows what to do with the waste pile it is creating. We've learned what happens when 
a reactor closes: The NRC relaxes controls and oversight of millions of pounds of extremely toxic material (used reactor core 
assemblies known as spent fuel) that God-knows-how-many terrorists would give their life to get at, or just to release to the public. 
Poorly guarded toxins and no long-term plan -- that's what people get after the reactor closes. The dry casks at North Anna rocked and 
rolled about 4 inches in that earthquake, but no harm done? No one went inside a dry cask and inspected how many pellets had 
collected at the bottom, or how many cracks had formed along sides of the rods. And that's only the end of the line. Before that, 
there's flaming hell just waiting to get out. You've failed, NRC, and you can't recover. After Fukushima another lesson we got is that 
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission cannot see the light (aka Solartopia, which is making your behemoths uneconomical anyway, but 
not nearly fast enough). Do your job, NRC. Shut 'em down. Diablo Canyon, Palo Verde, anything owned by Entergy... all of them, as 
quickly as possible.

Great Comment at the NRC should act on ASAP.

Fukushima proved that Nature can destroy any land based nuclear reactor, any place anytime 24/7 and there is nothing that the NRC 
can do short of shutting down a reactor that can prevent yet another Fukushima from happening. Tom think otherwise, is doing what 
the Japanese Experts did before 03/11/11 when they shared the belief that they could out engineer Nature and we all know how that 
worked out!

I fully agree with you. Nature will always have the upperhand on us humans.

Dear Moderator I hope you didn't intend that it turn out this way, but your blog has become little more than a chat room for the 
purveyors of FUD, hiding behind their inflated monikers, making broad baseless claims of apocalyptic doom, and congratulating each 
other on their "great comments." Oh, they would howl about some supposed hindrance of public discourse, but you should just have 
your webmaster redirect hits on your site over to Atomic Insights, where such blather is promptly deflated, and some actual debate is 
happening. There's not much learning going on here.

Great Post - Don't stop...
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Get NRC Correspondence on Operating Nuclear Power Plants by Email 

posted on Thu, 14 Aug 2014 15:25:53 +0000 

Watching Response Centers Put Trucks on the Road 

posted on Mon, 18 Aug 2014 14:26:48 +0000 

comment #445060 posted on 2014-08-13 13:01:44 by Jan Boudart in response to comment #444851 

Really? I took your advice, Dan Williamson, and went to Atomic Insights. I found "little more than a chat room." There was no 
comment that was supported with any traceable data. Even John Tjostem conveniently omitted mention of miscarriage, stillbirth and 
crib death. The idea I have read is that "once" the cases of thyroid cancer are taken care of -- well, that's it. Let me refer you to some 
real science that has been done on the environment around Chernobyl. However, be warned that these "independent scientists" 
namely Moeller, Mousseau, et. al. have a tendency to sarcastic comments about the psychological effect of radiation on birds, trees, 
and other non-human species. http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/at-chernobyl-radioactive-danger-lurks-in-the-trees/ 27 Years 
Later, Radiation Still Hides Out in Chernobyl’s Trees (Fukushima’s Too) Trapped in the trees, radiation from Chernobyl could be re-
released with a forest fire By Colin Schultz SMITHSONIANMAG.COM JUNE 28, 2013 PLoS One. 2012;7(4):e35223. doi: 
10.1371/journal.pone.0035223. Epub 2012 Apr 11. Elevated mortality among birds in Chernobyl as judged from skewed age and sex 
ratios. Møller AP1, Bonisoli-Alquati A, Rudolfsen G, Mousseau TA. PLoS One. 2011; 6(2): e16862. Published online Feb 4, 2011. 
doi:  10.1371/journal.pone.0016862 PMCID: PMC3033907 Chernobyl Birds Have Smaller Brains Anders Pape Møller,1,* Andea 
Bonisoli-Alquati,2 Geir Rudolfsen,3 and Timothy A. Mousseau2 J Comp Physiol B. 2008 Aug;178(6):735-43. doi: 10.1007/s00360-
008-0262-z. Epub 2008 Apr 8. Antioxidants in eggs of great tits Parus major from Chernobyl and hatching success. Møller AP1, 
Karadas F, Mousseau TA. Oecologia March 2014 Highly reduced mass loss rates and increased litter layer in radioactively 
contaminated areas Timothy A. Mousseau, Gennadi Milinevsky, Jane Kenney-Hunt, Anders Pape Møller Ecol Appl. 2006 Oct;16
(5):1696-705. Chernobyl as a population sink for barn swallows: tracking dispersal using stable-isotope profiles. Møller AP1, Hobson 
KA, Mousseau TA, Peklo AM. Oecologia DOI 10.1007/s00442-014-2908-8

Christine Steger 
NRR Communications Analyst 
  

No need to wait for the mailman anymore. You can quickly and easily receive documents about any operating 
nuclear power plant you wish electronically. This distribution process makes it much easier for anyone—licensees, 
local and state government, members of the public -- to quickly get the information they desire. To sign up, go to 
the Operating Reactor Correspondence page on the NRC website. The webpage is arranged by region and includes 
maps that indicate where each plant is located, allowing you to easily find the reactors that are of interest to you. 
The site also allows you to subscribe and unsubscribe from plant distribution lists at any time. By signing up, you 
will receive all outgoing operating reactor correspondence originating from Headquarters, Region I, III, and IV. 
(Region II is currently unavailable) Correspondence includes, but is not limited to, license amendments, relief 
requests, exemptions, requests for additional information and public meeting summaries. Not only is the process 
faster and easier, but it saves resources, too. In 2010, about 15,000 subscribers received electronic information - 

avoiding the production of over 5.7 million printed pages. Refresh is an occasional series where we re-run previous posts. This post 
originally ran on  April 26, 2011.   

Comments 

Lauren Gibson 
Project Manager 
Japan Lessons-Learned Division 
  The nuclear industry has officially opened two National Response Centers -- in Memphis, Tenn., and Phoenix, Ariz. These response centers 
help U.S. nuclear power plants meet the requirements of the NRC’s Mitigation Strategies Order, which we issued after the Fukushima 
accident. The centers, previously called Regional Response Centers, contain extra equipment to duplicate plants’ emergency diesel 
generators, pumps, hoses and so on. This equipment would maintain plant safety functions for an indefinite period if an event disabled a 
plant’s installed safety systems. An industry group, called the Strategic Alliance for FLEX Emergency Response (SAFER), is managing the 
response centers. This organization also has two control centers that are separate from response centers and would coordinate equipment 
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Throwback Thursday: The Signing of the Atomic Energy Act of 1946 

posted on Thu, 21 Aug 2014 13:05:50 +0000 

deliveries. SAFER has completed two exercises to demonstrate to the NRC they can get 
backup equipment to any site within 24 hours. NRC staff observed these “proof-of-concept” exercises. The first demonstrated transporting 
emergency equipment by road from the Memphis response center to the Three Mile Island Nuclear Station in Pennsylvania within the 
required time. The second exercise involved sending equipment by air from the Phoenix response center to the Surry Power Station in 
Virginia within the required time. The NRC staff watched to make sure the equipment can be successfully shipped and delivered. We also 
observed and evaluated the plants’ -- and SAFER’s-- communication and coordination throughout the exercises. The conclusions we’re 
drawing from these exercises will be one input in deciding whether the plants can meet the requirements of Phase 3 of the Mitigation 
Strategies Order. We’ll send the industry a letter reviewing the performance of the national response centers and SAFER this fall. While the 
NRC regulates the individual nuclear power plants that would request and receive the equipment, SAFER is not an NRC licensee. 
Nevertheless the NRC’s regulatory role does extend to the National Response Centers. Since the centers are key to how plants meet the 
Mitigation Strategies Order, we’re certainly interested in their performance. To expedite the availability of these Centers to respond, the NRC 
is working in parallel to design our regulatory oversight approach. Whatever the exact mechanism, you can be sure that the key consideration 
will be protecting the public’s health and safety. You can see our website’s Japan Lessons Learned section for more information about the 
mitigation strategy requirements and related guidance.     

Comments 

comment #451471 posted on 2014-08-20 14:37:34 by Joe in response to comment #449290 

comment #451277 posted on 2014-08-20 09:33:28 by Facet Fuel Pumps in response to comment #449290 

comment #449372 posted on 2014-08-18 14:48:32 by CaptD 

comment #449410 posted on 2014-08-18 15:32:49 by Moderator in response to comment #449372 

comment #449192 posted on 2014-08-18 11:01:55 by dick0645 

comment #449290 posted on 2014-08-18 13:18:56 by CaptD 

What if the sky falls down too?

I totally agree with you!

What is the plan if something like this occurs and NPP just shut themselves down? Nuclear Regulatory Commission computers within 
the past three years were successfully hacked by foreigners twice and also by an unidentifiable individual, according to an internal 
investigation. http://www.nextgov.com/cybersecurity/2014/08/exclusive-nuke-regulator-hacked-suspected-foreign-powers/91643/

The NRC’s computers cannot affect U.S. nuclear power plant operations – the plants’ safety and control systems are physically 
isolated and have no Internet connectivity. The NRC also requires U.S. reactors to meet stringent cybersecurity requirements for other 
plant systems. Scott Burnell

Great addition to the US nuclear power plant safety toolbox! Now it is "One if by Land, Two if by Air"!

That is a good first step, but what happens if the USA gets hit by a large EMF pulse, EQ and/or Grid failure which causes many 
nuclear power plants (NPP) and/or their reactors all to fail at the same time? This is not Sci-Fi, so ideally there would be a set of 
"spares" located nearby every NPP, only then should the NRC even consider they are prepared for large scale NPP failures. The cost 
to do this would be trivial as compared to even one NPP going BAD, as Fukushima proved on 03/11/11.
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President Harry Truman signed the 
Atomic Energy Act 68 years ago this month – Aug. 1, to be exact. The act set up the Atomic Energy Commission, a civilian agency charged 
with managing the nuclear technology developed during WWII. Later, the AEC was divided into two agencies – the NRC and the 
Department of Energy. The NRC was tasked with regulating civilian nuclear technologies. Pictured behind President Truman (left to right) 
are seven men: Tom Connally, Eugene Millikin, Edwin Johnson, Thomas Hart, Brien McMahon, Warren Austin and Richard Russell. What 
did the men all have in common? Photo courtesy of the Department of Energy.

Comments 

comment #452256 posted on 2014-08-21 09:48:37 by Steven in response to comment #452241 

comment #452252 posted on 2014-08-21 09:40:21 by Michael Dusaniwskyj in response to comment #452241 

comment #452240 posted on 2014-08-21 09:19:40 by Steven 

comment #452241 posted on 2014-08-21 09:24:46 by Moderator in response to comment #452240 

comment #452262 posted on 2014-08-21 09:54:26 by Moderator in response to comment #452241 

comment #452384 posted on 2014-08-21 12:21:43 by CaptD 

Since BRIAN MCMAHON was from Connecticut, TOM CONNALLY, Texas, EUGENE D. MILLIKIN, Colorado, EDWIN C. 
JOHNSON, Colorado, THOMAS C. HART, Connecticut, WARREN R. AUSTIN, Vermont, and ARTHUR H. VANDENBERG, was 
from Michigan, that means Richard B. Russell was the exception and he was from Georgia. Not pictured, but members of the Special 
Committee were HARRY FLOOD BYRD, Virginia, BOURKE B. HICKENLOOPER, Iowa and MILLARD E. TYDINGS, 
Maryland.

Senator Brien McMaon, a Fordham University graduate, I believe represented the State of New York.

They were all US Senators, selected to be part of the "Special Committee on Atomic Energy (S. Res. 179), created by the Senate 
under a special resolution to investigate problems related to the development, use and control of Atomic Energy.

That is correct! All of the senators pictured represented states in the West or New England -- with one exception. Which senator was 
the exception and which state was he from? Moderator

Steven is correct. Senator Richard Russell represented Georgia. Senator Brien McMahon represented Connecticut Moderator

RE: Later, the AEC was divided into two agencies – the NRC and the Department of Energy. That was done because there was (and 
still is) a conflict of interest between the Regulating and the Promoting of "Atomic" energy! Left out and not mentioned are the public 
conversation/oversight of the BLACK "Atomic" projects that have now come back to haunt US, due to the costs needed to 
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comment #452490 posted on 2014-08-21 14:56:05 by 

decontaminate their wide spread (no pun intended) radioactive pollution, caused in part because of the lack of credible public 
oversight on these projects, since the nuclear industry has a proven track record of putting profits before safety.

The AEC was not divided into the DOE and NRC, rather it was divided into ERDA and NRC. Only later was DOE formed out of 
ERDA.

Emma Wong is a chemical engineer 
working in the agency’s Spent Fuel 
Alternative Strategies Division. 
Previously, she worked in the Division 
of Engineering as a technical reviewer 
for license amendments and license 
renewals. Emma has worked at the 
NRC for eight years. She holds have a 
bachelor’s degree in Chemical 
Engineering from the University of 
Michigan and a master’s degree in 
Chemical Engineering from the 
University of California, San Diego. 
Q1. What are your job 
responsibilities? A1. My current 
responsibilities include: ·        
Resolving technical issues related to 
extended storage of reactor spent 
nuclear fuel ·        Presenting at 
technical conferences and standards 
committees regarding extended storage 
of spent nuclear fuel ·        Developing 
analytic capabilities to assess hazards 
of advanced reprocessing ·        
Interacting with the public 

stakeholders and industry representatives on licensing activities ·        Monitoring research projects for technical accuracy Q2. What do you 
like most about your job? A2. I am always learning something new and interesting. It can range from going on an inspection, audit, 
interacting with the public, learning a new skill, or mentoring others. Working for a regulatory agency allows me the opportunity to use my 
engineering degree as a foundation for learning and understanding complex processes in order to make reasonable and informed decisions to 
protect the public health and safety. Q3. What prompted you to get into engineering as a career? A3. When I was growing up in 
Michigan, I was surrounded by an engineering environment and engineers. In addition, my parents and teachers promoted learning and were 
very supportive of my future career paths. Since I was very good at math and science and liked to understand how things worked, I chose to 
explore engineering. To make this decision, I took a series of seminars to learn about each type of engineering and settled on Chemical 
Engineering. However, it was a close call between Chemical Engineering and Nuclear Engineering. Q4. There tends to be fewer 
girls/women in STEM majors and jobs. Did you face special challenges on your road to becoming an engineer? A4. Every engineering 
field faces unique challenges. There are many people who may not take women engineers seriously, and to overcome this perception, there is 
another perception that women must overachieve to prove themselves. I have learned that persistence, acknowledgement of weaknesses, and 
focusing on a problem calmly is the best way to stay on course and earn respect. Also, there were not a lot of role models for women in 
engineering when I was growing up. There are many more now. It is important to find role models and mentors and talk to them about how 
they succeeded. I found that participating in professional societies such as Society of Women Engineers and Women in Science and 
Engineering allowed greater access to resources and colleagues. Q5. What are your long-term career goals? A5. My long-term goals are to 
be influential in the decision-making processes and influencing the future goals of the NRC. There will always be challenges and barriers 
with any goal, but since the agency is an avid supporter of the diversity and inclusion goals, I believe that many of these challenges and 
barriers are being addressed. Q6. What advice would you give to girls/young women considering a career as an engineer? A6. I have 
mentored many young women about the career path to becoming an engineer. While it can prove to be challenging, it is an area where 
women can thrive. Here is some of the advice I have provided to others: ·        Don’t be afraid to try new things, such as different types of 
engineering majors, internships. Keep trying until you find what fits best. Besides knowing what you want to do, it is also good to know what 
you don’t want to do. ·        Have multiple mentors and advisors. As you grow, don’t be afraid to find new mentors who fit your current 
needs. Besides, it’s always nice to have someone to talk to. ·        Engineering and science are not scary. All the numbers, symbols, and 
complex equations may make it seem that way, but all engineers and scientists had to start somewhere -- one equation and theory at a time. 
·        Being an engineer is a good career path. But if you find out later that something else fits better, an engineering education is a good 
foundation for many other careers, including medicine, law, business and regulation. In 1971, at the request of Rep. Bella Abzug (D-NY), 
the U.S. Congress designated Aug. 26 as “Women’s Equality Day.”
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Comments 

comment #456827 posted on 2014-08-26 09:59:25 by Katherine Steiner 

Thank you for the interview of Emma Wong. I would like to send this out to my Twitter & Linkedin followers, so is there a web link 
to this article that you can email me? Much appreciated, Kate Freelance Editor, Nuclear Energy Insider   Katherine Steiner-Dicks 
Freelance Business & Investment Writer Email: steinercommunications@yahoo.co.uk Twitter: http://twitter.com/KSteinerBizNews 
http://news.pv-insider.com/  http://social.windenergyupdate.com/ http://social.tidaltoday.com/ 
http://analysis.nuclearenergyinsider.com/ http://www.globalcorporateventuring.com/

Arlette Howard 
Senior Program Analyst 
Office of the Chief Financial Officer 
  
It happens near the end of every summer – the NRC’s final fee rule is implemented. This year’s effective date is August 29, 2014. What does 
that mean? The final rule establishes the fee policy for fiscal year (in this case FY 2014, which ends Sept. 30th). It’s prepared in response to 
public comments on the proposed rule and final fee amounts in compliance with the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990, as 

amended. For FY 2014, the NRC’s budget is approximately $1 billion. Based on this amount, the NRC 
will recover about $916.7 million by collecting fees. About 36 percent of the fees are attributed to licensee-specific services (such as services 
done by NRC staff for a particular licensee) and 64 percent from annual fees collected from all licensees. The law requires the NRC to 
recover about 90 percent of our budget through fees, which means the agency is only funded about 10 percent from taxpayer money. There 
are two types of fees the NRC charges. One is an hourly rate and flat application fees, and the other is an annual fee. Both types of fees 
recover the costs of regulating the use of radioactive materials. Hourly fees recover the costs of providing specific services to individual 
licensees (or potential licensees) such as reviewing applications and performing inspections. Annual fees recover all costs associated with 
regulatory activities, such as rulemaking and research, which benefit all licensees. The final rule includes several changes from FY 2013. 
First, we are changing the current hourly rate from $272 to $279. Secondly, we are revising the flat license application fees (found in our 
federal guidelines 10 CFR Parts 170.21 and 170.31) to reflect the new hourly rate. And, finally, we are revising the annual fees to recover the 
costs of providing regulatory services that benefit all classes of licensees. The annual fees increase for operating reactors, research and test 
reactors, most fuel facilities, material users, and uranium recovery facilities. Annual fees decrease for spent fuel storage facilities (at 
operating, decommissioning and decommissioned reactor sites) and Department of Energy transportation activities. For more details on the 
final rule, please visit www.regulations.gov and use Docket ID NRC-2013-0276. For FY 2014 budget information, go here. 

Comments 

comment #459640 posted on 2014-08-29 09:32:03 by adrossin 

comment #459949 posted on 2014-08-29 15:56:12 by CaptD 

It is time for every group that requests a licensing-related change in the operation of a licensee to post a bond for the estimated cost of 
the hearings, reviews and meetings that the NRC estimates will be required to cover its costs. If the initiator of the appeal wins, its fee 
will be returned in full plus interest. If the Appeal is denied or lost, any unspent portion of the estimate would be returned. The rest 
would remain in the NRC's account.

Q. What about NRC fines and/or penalties? Q. What is the amount that the NRC collected the last few FY's? Q. Where does this 
money go, operating costs or ?
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